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If
you're a sports fan, you've probably

collected a wealih of trivia. But even if you

recall every RBI since the days of Ruth,

you mighl have trouble predicting the

future of professional sports. For instance,

which records will be shattered by the

year 2000? Will robots ever replace umpires

behind home plate? And which twentieth-

century athletes will be considered great

by the standards ot 2086?
When it comes to charting the future of

sports, few have more authority !han Peter

Ueberroth, commissioner of Major League
Baseball. In "The Teams of 2000" (page

38), by Omni editors Robert Weil and Steve

Fox, Ueberroth entertains a host of

questions in the first sports quiz ever

devoted to the future. At the end of 'the quiz,

readers will be able to compare their

answers with those of Ueberroth himself.

"The reader becomes an armchair

commissioner of sorts," says Weil, author of

The Yankee Quiz Book (Doubleday).

"When I thought of a sports quiz, Ihere was
no one else to go to except Ueberroth.

He reflects the highest ideal of sports in

America today."

Whether the year is 1986 or 2086, athletic

performance will always be equal parts

physical and mental prowess. Attitude—the.

will to beat the opposing team— is crucial

to success. And now a new and growing

branch of research called psychoneuraim-
munology, or PNI. is exploring the relation-

ship between attitude and disease.

In "Mind Cures," on page 50, authors

Steven E. Loc'r.e and Douglas Coltigan

present scientific veri
:

:cs".ion for the way
emotions and altitudes atfect health. The
story, adapted from The Heater Within (E. P
Dutton), contends that factors like will,

laughter, and faith all play vital roles in the

body's ability to fight disease. According to

. Locke, associate director of the Psychiatry

Consultation Service at Beth Israel Hospital

in Boston, "The influence the mind has

over the body's susceptibility to disease is

underestimated by most physicians."

Omni senior editor Colligan says; "In a way,

psychoneuroimmunology is another

example of science telling us what we
already know from common sense—that

the mind, with its moods and attitudes,

influences the health of ihe body."

While a positive attitude is often crucial,

nothing can affect the physical outcome
of some types of disease. Example: the slow

viruses, which can incubate for as long

as three decades before they ultimately

strike the host's central nervous system.

This month's Interview, on page 62,

locuses on Nobel prize-winner D. Caheton

"Gajdusek, who has spent his lile searching

for the causes of slow viruses. As Gajdusek
tells Omni writer Bill Moseley, he began
his quest in 1957, when a New Guinea
physician introduced him to kuru, a baffling

degenerative disease that was epidemic
among several of the cannibal tribes of the

New Guinea Highlands. Gajdusek lived

among the Fore people, learned their

secrets, and finally discovered the brutal

truth about their disease.

"Some people listen to rock and roll;

others appreciate Mozart," says Moseley.

"Carleton Gajdusek is attuned to 'the music

for the human instrument,' its languages,

pleasures, and pains. He lives his life on the

cutting edge of the unknown."
Psychopharmacc ogist Ronald K. Siegel

has also pursued his studies in exotic

spots. And in 'Uungle Revelers" (page 70)

he describes his journey to the rain forests of

South America, where he discovered an

amazing fact: Although scientists have

long insisted that Homo sapiens is alone in

his use of psychoactive drugs, intentional

drug use by animals in the wild is

widespread. Siegel has found donkeys that

graze on tobacco, elephants that get

drunk, and cows that crave opium.

Siegel's work is exciting but not always

safe. "We were studying self-administration

of alcohol among elephants in a game
park in California when a drunken elephant

charged me," he says. "I was saved from

the attack by the quick hands of a student.

By the way, that student got an A"
Also deserving an A is Walter Jon Williams.

author of the high-tech science-fiction

story "Sarah Runs the Weasel" (page 44).

In Part One, Sarah, a petty criminal, lives

in the distant future, when Earth has been
defeated by her space colonies. She
desperately wants to go to space but can't

afford to. A multinational corporation offers

her a way out because she has a special

—

and dangerous— gift.DO
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On the Mend
My thanks to Omni for the Continuum
section. Information conairee' in the item

"Bone Transplant" [February 1985] has
given me back my health.

In August 1984 I was diagnosed as
having avascular necrosis in my right

thighbone.
I saw many orthopedic special-

ists, and they all said the same thing:

Nothing could be done for a patient as

young as myself. I was left (o face a future

of constant pain.

Perhaps it was divine intervention, but

while thumbing through Omni to tind a

story to diver! my troubled mind, i read

"Bone Transplant," by Eric Mishara, which

told of an experimental operafion that

offered new hope lor younger patients. The
intormation in the article helped me lo

reach the doctor who offers this procedure.

On September 23, 1985, 1 underwent
osteochondral allograft surgery. I am happy
to report that I am recovering well and I

teel fantastic— no more pain!

Garth Kline

Panorama City, CA

Easter Egress

Soviet misgivings about the United States'

plan to build an emergency landing strip

for the space shuttle on Chile's Easter

Island made perfect sense to me [Space,

December 1985].

If you believe that our government

—

given a toehold—won't disrupt the island's

ecology, then you don't know the history

of betrayal behind all of our treaties with the

American Indians.

Ray B. Orford

Moline, IL

An Energetic Campaign
Joseph Newman, inventor of the energy
machine, deserves a patent, and we are

confident he will get one. But the negative

publicity .he received in "Perpetual Motion"

[Earth, December 1985] jus! makes his

quest all the more difficult.

Omni's arlicle citeo two oast frauds as

automatic "proof" that the energy machine
won't work. The implications of such false

reasoning are defeating to anyone with an

innovative mind. Should we suspect all

medical innovai oris ust because there are

a few quacks? Surely not. II is obvious

that writer T. A. Heppenheimer has tested

neither the machine nor the theory upon
which it operates.

Newman's supporters include Congress-
men Dan Burton [R. Indiana] and Billy

Tauzin [D, Louisiana], as well as the New
Orleans Cily Council. In addition, there are

thousands of people across the country

who are interested in the energy machine,

including those who have had both the

courage and expertise to test this new idea.

When both sides of the argument are

aired, the operability of the energy machine
will win the day; when only one side is

presented, innovation is discouraged. We
urge you to get compexrt people to test

this device and then write your article.

Paul G. Kretchmer

Associate Director

The Energy-Machine Campaign
New Orleans

Facts About Fiction

I en]oy good ficfion, and I feel that Omni's

is better than average. A case in point

is "The Dragon Seed," by Kate Wilhelm

[December 1985], which was an excellent

story from start to finish.

The number of magazines that offer

fiction has declined over the years. Never-

theless, I feel that a reputation for featuring

good short stories makes a publication

more popular. I get a lot out of Omni, and
its fiction makes 1 a complete and well-

rounded magazine.

Doris H. Waldo
Montgomery Creek, CA

Slumber Number
Editors' note: DreamNet, the computer
database described in 'Til CPU in My
Dreams" (Continuum, December 1985) has
a new phone number; (303) 871-0504.

The menus mentioned in the article have '

also been updated. DreamNet is one of

many sections ol PSINET, a database
system dedicated to disseminating infor-

mation on psycinc resentch and related

areas. PSINET is the creation of the Para-

psychology tk, a nonprofit

organization located in Denver.CQ
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Ornni welcomes speculation, theories,

commentary, dissent, and questions from

readers in this open forum. We invite you

to use this column to voice your hopes
about the Suture and to contribute to the

kind oi informal dialogue that provokes

thought and generates breakthroughs.

Please note that we cannot return submis-

sions and that tne opinions expressed here

are not necessarily tfiose of the magazine.

The Advent of Mr. Mom?
Hooray tor "Male Pregnancy" [December
1985], by Dick Teresi and Kathleen

McAuliffe. The technologies described in
"

that article will open new possibilities to

many families.

Male childbearing could have only

positive repercussions on healthy, open-

minded people. There are many perfectly

legitimate cases in which the father's

ability to carry the child could solve prob-

lems for both him and his wife.

I did, however, take offense at one attitude

expressed in the article. Dr. Cecil Jacobsen
is quoted as saying that the technology

for wombless pregnancies "would be an

abuse for males to use," but "proper ... for

women who have no uterus but who want

to have a baby."

Now wait a minute! If the risks are the

same for either sex (the article implied that

they are), why is it okay for the technology

to be used only on women?
I
know several

men who are capable— physically and
mentally—of carrying a baby. And I know
that under Ihe right circumstances they

would do it.

In spite of that objection. "Male

pregnancy" was agreat article, and
I hope

'

to see follow-ups in future issues of Omni.

Carolyn L. Meuse
Wilbraham, MA

I see no benefits to humanity in male

pregnancy and artificial wombs. Rather

than indulging in the"creator god" complex
thai seems to motivate so many scientists,"

the research community should consider,

instead such issues as poverty, hunger, and
disease. Scientists should concentrate'"

on finding safe, cheap means to drastically

lower the birthrate worldwide.

16 OMNI

Life withou.1 some level of quality deserv-

ing Ihe attribute human is a curse, not a

gift. Innovations in human reproduction are

faddist, coiuempiible products ol a new
market that dirsctlv counieracls the dictates

of Ihe world economy Obsession with

these technologies may become the spade
for a mass grave.

Y. Dawn McQueen
Spanaway. WA

I found "Male Pregnancy" quite fascinating

and its implications mmense. I am a male-

to-female transsexual who has sacrificed the

ability to reproduce. As' such, I am denied

the sense of immortally that comes with

"raising children.
I
wouldn't want to be the

first person to become pregnant by means
of the techniques described in the article,

but I'd still like the option to be available to

me.

As usual, society is playing catch-up

with medical :ecnnology. and a group of

small minds rs work ng frantically to suppress

these latcsl advances in ihe science of

fertility. They are clinging desperately to

male/female stereotypes -.ha; give us all a

contrived sense of identity.

Ornni's admiss on of apprenension about

these new techniques surprised me. You

have always expressed views that are way
ahead of the times. Please don't lose your

courage now.

"Donna"

Houston

It's no wonder that men are interested in

becoming pregnant. Divorce and unilaterally

decided abortions have orought about

legalized patricide. The message to men
today is clear: Only through the goodwill of

the woman in your life is your wish to

procreate meaninglul or your involvement

with your children after divorce possible,

My mother, -a wise woman from the old

school, once said, "Men may control the

money, but women control the sex and
children and thereby control the money, too."

Gloria Steinem's chauvinistic and
erroneous remarks about the nature of men
and their motives for becoming pregnant

distress me. They show a concern about

women's potential loss of dominance over

children. Her slalereni may well reveal

that ihe true goal of modern "feminism" is

control, not equality.

Thank you for providing an excellent and
thought-provoking article. The medical

breakthrough of male pregnancy would
allow for all poopo tc c-ioose their own
options and be free o' the coercion of oihers.

Women would be free of economic control;

men would be free of women's use of

children as a means of controlling them.

John A. Rossler

Vice President, Public Relations

Fathers Rights Association

of New York State, Inc.

North Syracuse, NY

Now we know that someday men will be
able to say that they gave birth to their

offspring. Today men and women contribute

equally genetically but not physiologically.

Perhaps it is good that the biological

function of childbirth is robbed of some of

its mystique. Personal identity shouldn't

be linked so strongly to reproductive function

and plumbing.

The possibility of male pregnancy and
other unorthodox forms of procreation,

though initially repugnant to some, may
prove to be the deathblow to most forms of

sex discrimination. Of course now it should

be considered only as a last resort, but

at least it's an available one.

Miriam Greenwald
Marion Station, PA

"Male Pregnancy /.as researched with a

rare understanding of both the pro and con
sides of the subject.

I am very satisfied with being a man. I'm

not gay or transsexual, but if ihe opportu-

nity to bear a child were to become avail-

able.
I
would take advantage o: it. despite

all the risks and obvious social complications

that such an action would involve.

I want to know both the joy and hardship

of bringing a new life into the world,
I yearn

for that feeling of complete involvement.

Most of all, I feet that experiencing

pregnancy would help me better understand

and appreciate women.
John D. Sostrom

Fairborn, OHDO



ALI-ENSPEAK

.By Edward Regis, Jr.

The alien scientist on plane! Nyab,

ot the great Hazzad system in

the Andromeda galaxy, rises from

his laboratory bench and pushes a rack

of test tubes into the sink in front of him. They

shatter, liquids spilling, leaving a foul smell.

The while-coated lab assistant stand-

ing by his side admires his lumpy,

misshapen features, illuminated trom all

angles by the three suns that arc across the

heavens. She raises her hand to wipe

away a tear that falls trom his eye, and asks,

"Sylgid, sorifer, tisiin, huf?"

"Esfortuta bronaw." he answers.

After a few sullen moments they relurn Id

their test tubes to begin the experiment

once again. They're trying to make a new
form of life, one they suspect may exist

on other planets.

Such creatures sron't exraterrestrials;

they're extras on a Hollywood stage. Aliens

from other worlds will be far more compli-

cated than these cardboard cutouts.

And what's true of the aliens' bodies will

also be true of their minds. As a result, their

science may not resemble ours.

"Expecting c-xl'a:e.r res:r als to be doing

natural science as we do on Earth is like

expecting a newly discovered desert-

island race to be speaking grammatical

English," says Nicholas Rescher. a philoso-

pher of science at the University of Pitts-

burgh. "It's just wishful thinking."

According to Rescher, organisms evolve

in response to their environments. Because
extraterrestrial habitats will be radically

diiterent (rom earthly ones, so will the

creatures who evolve there. Even the way
they perceive their world will be dissimilar

from the way we perceive ours.

"If an alien's environment is not amply

endowed with solid objects or stable struc-

tures," Rescher says, "if, for example,

fhey are jellyfishlike creatures swimming
about in a soupy sea, then their 'geometry'

could be something rather strange. A
society of molelike creatures might never

dream of developing optics."

If Rescher is correct, the E.T's won't

have a technology even remotely compatible

with what we have on Earth. And even if

they have radio transmitters, what's a
message to them may be static to us. If we
are to take seriously ou 1 differences from

Marvin Minsky: All

IS OMNI
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extraterrestrials, we must apparently give

up the age-old dream of discoursing with

starmen—or at least seek alternative

methods of communication.

The computer, it seems, may rescue us

from cosmic loneliness. Researchers are

looking lo artificial intelligence to disclose

the secrets of ex 1 rater restha I minds. And
early indications tell us that no matter what

extraterrestrials look like, they will reason

the same way we do. We should be able to

communicate with fhem fhrough the most
basic of reasoning processes: arithmetic.

These claims come from the world's

foremost computer expert, Marvin Minsky.

Minsky believes that we can make better

assumptions about extraterrestrials' brains

than we can about their bodies. Intelli-

gence is likely to be a universal quality, the

same in all its manifestations. There are

many physical shapes in the world but only

one way to think. Minsky explains how he

tunnels into the alien psyche: by using

a theoretical device invented by the British

computer pioneer Alan Turing.

"What Turing did," Minsky says, "waste
make the idea of a computer—or a

machine—very precise." He did this by

defining what's perhaps the simplest possi-

ble computer, one that's now known as a

Turing machine.

"A Turing machine is just a black box that

has a small number of possible states,"

Minsky says, "and if you say what state it's

in, you've given a complete description

of its contents."

Because Ihe Turing machine exists only

in theory, it's not important to know
precisely how a working model would
operate. What's important is that the imagi-

nary gadget is programmed to respond

to every kind of stimulus it receives.

These stimuli are fed into the machine in

the form of marks on a tape. "The tape is

a long series of squares," Minsky explains.

Let's say there can be either a zero or a
one in a square. The machine can essentially

do three things: It can scan these zeros

and ones; it can change them or leave them

alone; and it can move either right or left

to the next square."

It's surprising that from these simple

devices the most complex behavior patterns
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By Bill Lawren

Evolution, it isofien said, is the mosi
patient of engineers, redesigning

organisms piece by piece in

the tiniest of increments, using the grand
and gradual sweep of geologic time as a
drafting table. But occasionally something
flips evolution into fast forward, into a

mode in which time is compressed so
drastically that an organism changes or

develops virtually overnight.

The human brain, tor example, ballooned
Irom a chimp-size 21.3 cubic inches to its

present 85.4 cubic inches in a mere 2
million years. Scientists have been straining

for decades to explain this evolufionary

anomaly. Some contend that it was
language, or tool making, or cooperative

social needs that triggered the unprece-

dented rapidity of the brain's growth. But a

University of Washington neurophysiologist

has a controversial new explanation: The
growth of the human brain, he says, was
stimulated by the physiological requirements

of the simple act of throwing:

William Calvin began to develop his

theory three years ago. while accompanying
his biologist wife on a specimen-collecting

expedition to Puget Sound's San Juan
Islands. Pleasantly exhausted after a day of

poking through the local tide pools, Calvin

passed the time by throwing stones at

a nearby log. "It occurred to me that in order

to throw a stone and hit a target, one had
to engage in some precise timing," he
recalls. "For any given target there has to

be a launch window—a range of times

during which you can release the rock and
still hit the target."

When he got home that evening, Calvin

started calculating the length of the launch
window. For target distances of more than

13 feet, he found, the launch window was
less than 11 thousandths of a second— far

faster than an individual neuron's ability

to time the throw. But Calvin knew that the

more neurons that could be assigned

'

the task, the faster and more regular the

timing of the task becomes. "Because
it was apparent that throwing requires lots

of neuronsr he says, "there was a good
reason why a bigger brain would be a

"

better brain. If you can time a throw, there's

an enormous range of hunting potential
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open to you. You can throw faster and
farther, which means you can bring down
bigger animals or stand farther away so
as not to spook your prey."

Using the physiological data as a spring-

board, Calvin devised a "hard-times"

scenario. Those hominids that lived near

the edges of the Ice Age glaciers had
a greater need to develop throwing as a
specialized hunting skill than did their

cousins in temperate and tropical areas,

where food was probably more plentiful.

Natural selection would have favored

populations of individuals with the bigger

brains needed for quick and accurate

..throwing. Ultimately, smaller-brained

populations would be displaced by their

more cerebral relatives. As time went
on. Calvin says, the same neurons that were
originally assigned the job of throwing

could have been "borrowed" by the brain

to do the timing and sequencing necessary
for human language.

Specialists in evolutionary science have
greeted Calvin's throwing theory with

Isaac. "I'm very ready to believe that throw-

ing was an important ingredient in the

series of novelties that appeared sometime
between two million and three million

years ago. But I'm skeptical that throwing

by itself could have done it all. There are lots

of reasons to believe that a series of

things—sharpened stone tools, food-

sharing patterns—produced changes in

social complexity." As their world became
more complex, those individuals with

more mental capacify would have done
better than those without.

Evolutionary biologist Robert Trivers is

more negative. "I'm dubious," he says,

"about throwing having played some role

of overriding importance" Trivers thinks.such

factors as upright stance and use of tools

played a part but that language was the

single most significant factor in the growth

of fhe human brain. "Language is a nearly

unique development in our species," he

says. "Examples of symbolic language in

other species are so primitive and so
few and far between that our language
stands out as a huge, novel development.
To me ihere's an obvious connection

between linguistic ability and big brains."

Calvin explains that his thinking has

more fhan one track. "I don't mean to

emphasize throwing to the exclusion of all

the other things that are obviously important

for the growth of the human brain," he

says. "What I'm trying to do is emphasize
that there are fast tracks for doing things,

and there are slow tracks. For example, it

may be that human brain size increased

simply because a bigger brain is a smarter

brain. But it may take sixty million years

to double the size of the brain that way. On
the other hand, something like throwing,

which has an immediate use, may provide

a fast turning ot the evolutionary ratchet."

A definitive answer may be years away as

scientists fill in a sketchy archaeological

record and gather more information about
how prolohumans got their food. "At the

moment," says. Harvard's Isaac, "most of us

think we're doing rather well if we can get

a good list of all the factors involved in

the novel growth of the human brain. As for

which are the mosi important factors,

we'll leave that for down the road."DO



SMART KID

nniruD
By Beth Kirsch

^% 1 hen G ra Ginsberg Riggs

I'll learned that her live-year-olct

mm mm son was "gifted"—his test

scores put him above 99 percent of the

population—she said, "Oh my God, what a

terrible responsibility." Her reaction, she

later discovered, was typical.

"Instead' of turning cartwheels and
shouting. 'Hurray' most parents gel fright-

ened; they feel totally unprepared," says

Riggs, chairman of the National Alliance of

State Associations for the Gifted and the

self-described "Dear Abby of gifted land."

With all the av.ontor focused on nurturing

a gifted child, the plight of the parents

is often forgotten.

Lite with a gifted child can be exhausting

and intimidating. "It can be unsettling

when a person who barely reaches your

belly button has just maneuvered you into

doing something you didn't want lo do.

It makes you \ca- inadequate and defensive,"

says Riggs; To help adults deal with this

unusual responsibility, Riggs and others

have started support groups to help parents

raise children who, in some respects, are

smarter than they are. In the process

they have learned about some of the unusual

problems that come with raising a super-

smart kid. As one parent wryly summed up:

"Gifted children really don't change your

life-style, they destroy it,"

Some of the most routine acts of parent-

ing—discipline, for example—can be

frustrating. Gitted cm cen are especially

vexing to discipline because they have

all the skills of what James T Webb,
psychologist and coauthor of Guiding She

Gifted Child, describes as the Philadelphia

lawyer. "They always are testing the limits

and spot every loophole. They stay within the

letter of the law but not the spirit."

"If 1 send my son lo.his room and tell him

he can't come out till he cleans it," says

Barbara Owen, a Virginia mother of two
gifted boys, "he'll just stay in there reading

every book he has."

Having a gifted child affects the entire

family, not always in a positive way. Siblings

may resent the -special attention the child

receives, and the parents, too, may start to

feel the family is centered around that

child. Parents—fathers especially—may
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yearn to have a normal kid. "Traditionally,

women are more accustomed to being in a

supportive role," says Betty Meckstroth.

one of Webb's coauthors, "and men—not

all men—want a more controlling role. They

tend to feel threatened by the situation."

Misunderstanding some of the peculiar

traits of gifted children, grandparents

and other relatives may c ". c ze tie oa-eris

for certain indulgences, like letting the

child stay up until 11 pm But research has

shown that, for some reason, gifted children

need less sleep. Some get by on as little

. as five hours a night. "You can recognize the

parents of a giitoc. ch 'c by Ihe circles

under their eyes," Riggs jokes,

Others may oe ieve Te parents are

- pushing ihe child too hard—when in fact it

may be Ihe other way around. "Gifted

kids ligure out very quickly that a nice way
to get undivided attention is to push the

bored button because the parents feel a

heavy responsibility to challenge the

children and no; wssic '.heir potential," says

.Riggs. "But if I had spent all of my time

challenging my son, first of all, I would have

run out of challenges very quickly because

he's a whole lot smane' than ' am—and I'm

far from stupid. But also I would have

deprived him of the benefits that come
from challenging himself."

Despite the ch : o s r:;elligence, or rather

because of it, school can be a problem

rather than an outlet for the gifted. They often

spend much of their time waiting for their

classmates to catch up. and come home
from school frustrated and angry. Parents

who aren't aware of their child's extraordinary

intelligence may treat the situation as a

behavior problem, which it rarely is.

Even when they recognize their child's

talents, Ihe parents' search for ways to

cultivate them may not always be very

rewarding. Though nearly every school

system has spec a programs lor the learn-

ing disabled, hardly any offer special

courses for the gifted. To find the right

education some parents enroll their children

in private schools, with mixed results. "It

was the biggest mistake of our lives," says

one mother. The private school was even

more structured than the public school and
tried to mold each student into an ideal

the mother called "nouveau riche prep."

Adolescence is a difficult time for most

kids, but it is even more difficult for the

gifted. Like typical tecnages. they challenge

traditions— but the gifted start earlier and
rebel more intensely. Some will deliberately

underachieve to fit in with their classmates

(10 to 15 percent of high-school dropouts are

gifted children), while others suffer from

what Web'o ca is "existcrr.ial depression

—

something you never see in children with

I.Q.'s under one hundred twenty-five

because it takes a certain amount of

brightness for someone to realize the finite-

nessof his existence."

At times the parents of the gifted need
as much support as the child. As encour-

agement, Sandy Cohn, of a Johns Hopkins

program for gilted children, points out: "If

your ten-year-old has a two hundred I.Q.,

that translates into a mental age of twenty.

So if you're thirty, you still have ten mental

years on the kid."

Riggs's advice: "Don't take your job so

seriously that you forget to enjoy your kids.

Ask any parent of the gifted—there's no

problem they'd rather have. "DO



"HE SEARCHERS

By Steve Nadis

mobody has a clue as to what's in

the galaxy," Paul Horowitz says

in his office at Harvard University's

Lyman Laboratory. There may be no intelli-

gent life, but he still wants lo take a good

look. "I'd be crazy not lo try." So Horowitz

—

a forty-three-year-old physics professor

—

built a compact computer and hooked it

up to an old radio '.eloscooe thai had
been moihballed since 1975. The renovated

telescope—an 84-foot-diameter disri-

shaped antenna mounted on a 60-foot

tower—stands atop a hill in Harvard,

Massachusetts, 30 miles west of Boston. It

scours the heavens nighl and day, listening

for signs of extraterrestrial intelligence.

This effort is the most comprehensive

guest for alien hto yet undertaken. The

venture, formerly known as Project Sentinel,

got off to a dramatic start in March 1983.

when Carl Sagan announced, as a bottle of

champagne was smashed against the

telescope, "Let the search begin." Sentinel

could scan 131.072 radio signals at the

same time. "But even that wasn't enough,"

Horowilz says. So with the help of Ivan

Linscott, Brian Matthews, and John Forster

he built Sentinels si.ccesso- called META
(for Megachannel ExtraTerrestrial Array),

which is capable of analyzing 8.4 million

channels simultaneously.

META began its cosmic sweep- last

September, when E.T. movie director Steven

Spielberg—aided by his three-and-a-

hait-month-old son Max—flipped on the

power switch. Besides being able to analyze

a chunk of the microwave spectrum that

is 100 times broader than what Sentinel

could manage, META avoids another of its

predecessor's major drawbacks. Sentinel

was able to detect only radio signals

beamed directly ai our solar system, a

limitation Horowitz acknowledges as "pretty

outrageous." META can detect any signals -

targeted atourgalaxyorouttothe universe.

Scientists have looked since 1960'for

radio signals from distant civilizations. But

META, Horowitz says, "accomplishes

more searching in one minute than could

have beerVdone in one hundred thousand

years with the first receiver."

"There have been a few bugs here and
there, but on balance ino system works
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well," explains Gurthe' Scnwartz, a member
of the project's support staff. Schwartz

stops off at the observatory every day at

about one in the afternoon to see if the

computer has picked up anything of interest.

He checks the largest signals that have

been received over the previous 24 hours

and shitts the orientation of the antenna.

At the beginning of a search cycle, which

takes about a year, the antenna is pointed

straight at the horizon. Each day until the

end of the cycle, Schwartz tilts it up half a

degree In the course of the year the

telescope will cover 80 percent of the sky.

On the wall of the office next to the

telescope there's a sign that reads: e.t call

harvard The room also houses the new
spectrum analyzer designed by Horowitz.

Capable of handling about 75 million

instructions per second, the device is about

as powerful as a Cray supercomputer.

But Horowitz was able to build it for about

one hundredth the cost of the Cray by
hooking together 144 computers. Cheap
labor provided by undergraduates, who
soldered nos-'iy half a million circuit

connections, helped keep costs down.

E.T to Earth: META is waiting tor the call.

META works 24 hours a day, monitoring

radio signals. Unlike optical instruments,

which can be used only on clear nights,

radio eguipment can operate regardless of

atmospheric conditions. "The system runs

by itself," Schwartz says, "and it's cheap," It

takes about $20,000 a year to run the

project.

Horowitz says that there are not enough
hard data yet to estimate the odds of

finding intelligent life elsewhere. Neverthe-

less the fact that life evolved here on Earth

is good evidence that it probably happened
elsewhere. "There's nothing extraordinary

about our sun and nothing special about our

Earth," he says.

"Take anything in astronomy," he contin-

ues. "There's never just one. Usually if

you find one of so^einhg. like; some strange

star, then people find handfuls, dozens,

hundreds of these things. I doubt there's an
example—quasars, eclipses, novas, super-

novas—of anything tnat Happens once,"

What if the search turns up nothing?

"It may be that the nature of intelligence itself

is self-annihilating," Horowitz says. "As

technology improves. :he capability of a
single person to wipe oul the whole civiliza-

tion improves with it. You may have short-

lived civilizations tnat pop up here and
there but not at the same time. And so they

could never communicate with one
another. That would be sad to think of. I

hope it's not true. I hope there's plenty of

,
stuff out there, and I hope we can get

the satisfaction of knowing they're there.

And who knows? We might even learn from

them how to stay technologically alive."

HALLEY'S HOTLINE

Information on the whereabouts of Halley's

Comet is yours for the dialing. Some infor-

mation lines to call are:

The Naval Observatory's new hotline

number: (900)410-8766.

ABC News and the Planetary Society's

number: (900) 410-STAR.

Comet watchers on the West Coast can
call the Lick Observatory/University of

California: (408) 429-3320.

East Coast cornel watchers can call

Cornell University's number; (607) 256-

4992.DQ



PHOSPHENE MACHINE

BREAHTHRDUEH5
By Tim Onosko

j^sa boy inventor, Stephen Beck
#^^% used to lie in bed. press his

# % lingers against his eyelids, and
watch the patterns of light that moved
across his eyes. Years later, still fascinated

by that phenomenon, Beck is busy design-

ing a device to electrically siimulaie this

biological lighf show. By next year, he
hopes, his unorthodox invention will be
providing people with a new visual-enter-

tainment system.

Called the phosphotron, Beck's device is

based on a physiological phenomenon
that has been observed for centuries, fhe

produciion of phosphenes—luminous
flashes in the human eye. Some people
see these dancing patterns of light in

!he few minutes before Ihey fall asleep or

when ihey rub their eyes vigorously. A blow
to the head can also produce
phosphenes—the "stars" that boxers see
on their way to the tloor.

The phosphotron introduces tiny electrical

impulses into the region of the face

surrounding the eye. The currents are

pulse and frequency modulated before

being delivered fo a headset, which more
closely resembles a pair of silver, new-
wave sunglasses than a precision electronic

instrument. Beck has.demonstrated that

he can deliver nearly identical images
to anyone wearing the glasses.

The version of the phosphotron that

Beck demonstrated for me was a simple

device designed to illustrate the phosphene
phenomenon. It consisted ol a pair of

domed goggles (to shield the eyes from
room light) and electrodes to be placed just

below and in front of the temples on each
side, of the head behind the eyes. After

applying a small amount of solution to

improve the conductivity of the electrode

on the skin, Beck, turned the device on and
began adjusting fhe frequency and
waveform of the current.

Almost immediately I saw a relatively

bright, flickering effect, After a few moments
I detected a rippling pattern moving from
side to side, followed by a pulsating spot on
the center of my. eye. Beck demonstrated
that modulation of the current could be
set to music, plugging a portable cassette

player info the phosphoiron. The images
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began to vary in intensity as the musical

passages changed.
Beck, who now heads his own research-

and-development shop, Beck-Tech,

designed his first phosphotron in college,

at the University of Illinois. "That was about
1968." he recalls. "I had a simple battery-

operated circuit and a waveform genera-

tor—a couple of D cells, a unit-junction

transistor oscillator, and some shaping

circuitry. My professor was very concerned
because anytime you introduce currents

info the body you want to be very careful."

Beck found that by confining the

currents to the eye area he avoided the risk

of cardiopulmonary arrest, which occurs
when an electric current is run through the

heart. "Don't forget: The nerve signals in

the body are very, very weak signals—
millivolts and milliamps. So a battery at one
and a half volts applied in the right place

can probably harm you and stop your

heart." he says.

Beck's interest in the mechanics of

phosphene production led him to inquire

about what phosonenc-s acxally are and
where they originate in the eye. "Some

theories say that electrically produced
phosphenes occur because electromag-
netic fields from the currents are inducing

voltages in the optic nerve," he says. "My
experience suggests that the effect is

actually occurring on the retina, in the rods
and cones and in the bipolar cells [first-

and second-layer neurons]. What's inter-

esting is thai although we know that electri-

cally produced phosphenes are not light,

we see them as light because our brains

and nervous systems have been condi-

tioned to respond to stimulus from this part

of the organism."

Beck hopes to begin selling a simple
version of the phosphoiron to the public this

year. A new version, which will use micro-

computer-controlled arrays of multiple

electrodes, is in development. Beck claims

that he has already produced simple
shapes with the phosphotron. His short-

term goal is to produce symbols and
characters and eventually the equivalent of

a small alphanumeric digital display that

can be seen with the eyes closed. "But right

now," he says, "we're kind of in the dot-

and-dash stage, where Marconi was when
he sent his first sparks."

NEW PRODUCTS

For those who prefer external lighf shows,
a California company has developed The
Imagemaker, a stereo companion that

synchronizes laser light with music. The
portable system uses two red helium neon
laser beams—each driven by a stereo

channel—io project moving geometric
designs across a wall or ceiling. The fun

carries a hefty price tag, though. Suggested
price is $1,095. (Available from Harper
Images. 550 Weddell Drive. Suite 1, Sunny-
vale, CA 94089.)

For a meditative display of lighf and
color, there's Harmony. Designed by holistic

physician Raphael Ornstein, this VHS
tape combines kaleidoscopic color patterns

and a journey through the universe with

classical and New Age music to create a
video mantra for relaxation and healing.

(Available for $29.95 from ihe Elysium

Corporation, 49 Summit, San Anselmo, CA
94960.)DQ
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SEX IN ZERO G
In

a science-fiction story 1 wrote nearly 15 years ago, a male

astronaut aboard an orbiting space station complains to his

female companion that despite the accomplishments achieved

in zero gravity, there was one human activity yet to be at-

tempted. "No one," says the astronaut, "has made love." As of

today the situation is still the same. Considerable research has

been devoted to eating in space and even to toilets in space, but

life in orbit remains sex free. Although several American women
have Mown aboard the space shuttle, and two Russian women
have been in orbil, no one has madetove in zero gravity—yel.

There was absolutely no chance for the first woman in space.

Valentina Tereshkova, to even gei close to a man while in orbit.

Her 1963 flight was in a one-person capsule. Twenty years later

Svetlana Saviiskaya made two flights to the'orbiling Soviet space
station, Satyut 7, accompanied by several male cosmonauts. The
puritanical Russians, however, apparently had liltle interest in zero-

gravity fun and games of the sexual kind. Savitskaya was greeted

by one of ihe male cosmonauts who had already spent weeks
aboard the station: "We've got an apron ready for you, Sveta . . ,

we have a kitchen for you; that'll be where you work."

No mention of a bedroom.

The shuttle flights of Sally Ride and her female colleagues have

been so completely covered by television monitors, that the sub-

ject of sex has not once been raised, even by Mike Wallace and

his 60 Minutes investigative crew.

Yet inevitably, men and women will undertake this most human
of activities somewhere in space. We are a pioneering species,

always seeking new frontiers. In the early days of aviafion, inven-

tive men and women founded the Mile High Club, despite the

hazards of open cockpits and severe wmdburn. Sooner or later

their spiritual descendants will create the Zero-Gee Club.

Zero gravity would seem to be extremely conducive to a good
sex life. Floating weightlessly should be much better than making
love on a water bed Most of the astronauls who have been in zero

gravity for any length of time find the experience euphoric—even
withoul sex. Yes, there were those first few hours (or days, in some
cases) of disorientation and mild nausea. NASA calls that "space

adaptation syndrome." Everybody else calls it spacesickness. But

after your stomach settles down and you begin enjoying weight-

lessnessTthe possibilities for lovemaking are fascinating. (In his

film Sleeper, Woody Allen said thai he always felt like throwing up
after making love Inzerogravily. he could get 'he messy part over

with before he starts foreplayl)

Physiologically, making love in zero gravity has many advan-

tages. To begin with, when weightless, both male and female will

tend to look taller and slimmer, especially in ihe waist and legs.

This is because body fluids shifl ana the some unbends when
gravity is no longer pulling at it Most astronauts and cosmonauts
grow about two inches taller while in zero g And of course, under

weightless conditions there is no need for the various supporting

undergarments that men and women wear on Earth.

Since it is easier for the heart to pump weightless blood through

the cardiovascular system, it should be easier in zero gravity for a

man to obtain and maintain an erector whrch. after all is caused
by the pressure of blood engorging the penile tissue. The same is

true, of course; for a woman's erectile tissue.

In zero gravity such earlhbound terms as up and down, floor

and ceiling tend to lose their meaning. You can use all the surfaces

of an enclosure—or none of them and float free. Imagine floating

in a cozy, warm, softly padded enclosure, without the need for a

surface lo lie upon Sexual play can include the entire body, both

arms and both legs at the same time. No need to support your

partner's weight—or your own. No more cramped limbs or awk-

ward positions Everything becomes graceful all things are pos-

sible. Even the clumsiest klutzes can move iike ballet dancers.

The actual act of penetration can present some fascinating

problems. Under weightless conditions, a body in motion tends to

remain in motion, and the slightest touch can produce movement.
While this has its delightful aspects, it can cause some difficulties.

To use a term borrowed 'rom NASA, this becomes a "rendezvous

and docking problem " But if astronautscan mate massive space-
craft in orbit, men and women will be able to consummate their

lovemaking successfully. Even consummately.

Will future space shuttles become the Love Boats of the Nine-

ties? Will Dr. Rulh Westheimer open a branch office in orbit? Will

we see a zero-gravity honeymoon hotel open its doors alongside

NASAfs !:pace station''
I
sincerely hope so!—B£/V BOVA

Ben Sova 7s president of the National Space institute and former

vice presidentieditorial director of Omni.
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DEAD RUSSIAN
ATHLETES

The death rate among
Soviet athletes during the past

25 years has been 2.5 times

higher than that of their

American and West German
competitors. What's more,

many Russian athletes have
died under circumstances

that suggest the excessive

use of such performance-en-

hancing drugs as stimulants

and anabolic steroids.

This startling information

comes from Foreign Report, a

newsletter published by

(he respected British publi-

cation The Economist.

The deceased Soviet

athletes, according to Foreign

Report, include six who
were between ages twenty-

one and twenty-five, four

between twenty-six and thirty,

and nine between thirty-

one and thirty-five. Among
Soviet athletes who died

before the age of forty-five,

there are ten gold medalists.

'A law just passed by
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the Soviets has made use of

anabolic steroids illegal,

"

notes Robert Voy, M.D., di-

rector of sports medicine for

the U.S. Olympic Committee.

"If indeed the account in

Foreign Report is accurate,

the new Soviet law might

in fact be a reaction to this

situation."

Anabolic steroids, which

are synthetic analogs of male

hormones, help athletes

add lean muscle. But steroids

have been linked to liver

cancer, stroke, and heart dis-

ease, Dr. Voy says And
stimulants, which increase

heart rate and heighten

performance levels, can
cause cardiac arrest and
cerebral hemorrhage.

Although reliable drug-

detection tests have now
been developed. Voy says,

not all international competi-

tions actually screen the

athletes for drugs.

—Eric Mishara

"Consistency requires you to

be as ignorant today as

you were a year ago."
—Bernard Berenson

HUNGRY SEALS

When it comes to compet-

ing for the food supplies of

the future, man may well

get a run for his money from

the seal. Some two dozen
species of seal have such
voracious appetites for squid,

hake, herring, cod, flounder,

pollack, and other fishy

delicacies that both marine

biologists and aquaculturists

are concerned.

It seems that some seals

can consume as much as 10

percent of their body weight

every 24 hours—as much

as 80 pounds a day in the

case of the huge gray seal

—

and millions of metric tons

of various fish are gulped

down annually by these

oceangoing carnivores.

It is that reality, and the

threat it poses, that concerns

marine scientists Clarence

E. Button and Deane Renouf

of the Marine Sciences

Research Lab at Memorial

University in St. John's,

Newfoundland. For years the

two have studied the menus
and dining preferences of

both the gray seal and the

smaller harbor seal herds that

are fond of sharing the icy

waters of the Grand Bara-

cho is, a sort of saltwater

lagoon on the remote North

Atlantic island of Miquelon. off

the southern coast of New-
foundland.

It's there that hundreds of

these relatively gregarious

creatures haul themselves out

of the water every summer
to bask in the sun, deliver

their pups, and amuse the

stray tourist or two who might

venture that far. Only about

half of the seals grow to

maturity, but those that do

could pose a distinct problem

because of the amount of

seafood they consume.
Says Button, "The postu-

lated competition between
seal and man for commer-
cially valuable marine species

... is only one of the poten-

tial problems under study."

Button and Renouf want
to know far more than the

dining habits of the Miquelon

seals, which spend about

half their days ashore. They
feel that there ought to be

a way to arrange an accom-
modation between seal

and man, who may one day
have to learn to live and

feed together.

So what Button wants is a

way to track his quarry with

an effective telemetry collar,

which has so far eluded

him because seals are not

anatomically designed to

retain such devices for long.

Such a device would enable

him to learn a lot more about

the breeding habits, range,

and social interactions of the

world's seals, as well as

what they eat and when,

where, and why they eat it.

—George Nobbe



Caffeine makes si

COFFEE ACHIEVERS

Caffeine—as in coffee,

tea, and cola—has been as-

signed a villain's role in

maladies ranging from simple

insomnia to crippling heart

disease. Buf a recenl gov-

ernment study has concluded

that lor some children, aged
six to thirteen, moderate
amounts of caffeine may be
something of a boon, even-

ing their emotional keel

and boosting their perfor-

mance at the same time.

Judith Rapoport and her

colleagues at the Child

Psychiatry Branch of the

National Institute of Mental

Health selected two groups of

children; one whose mem-
bers tended to drink relatively

large amounts of caffeine

(up to 500 milligrams a day)

and a second group of low

users (50 milligrams or less a

day). Each group was first

taken off all.caffeine products

and then, over a two-week
period, introduced io caffeine

equivalents of about four

cups of coffee daily.

When taken off caffeine,

the researchers found, high

rs are less alert, more
sluggish, and more impulsive,

while low users behaved
normally. Once subjects were

given high levels of caffeine,

though, the results were

reversed: High users returned

to normal behavior patterns,

while low users became
restless and fidgety.

"It seems reasonable,"

says team rtiember Alan

Neims, "to say that for chil-

dren with a pattern of high

caffeine consumption, caf-

feine may in fact be a bene-

fit—they seem more alert,

their moods are better, and
they feel calmer,"

Rapoport thinks that high

caffeine users may have

brain chemistries that are

predisposed- to caffeine; thus

iis benefiis. "The old saying.

'You are what you eat,'

"

she has said, "may have to

be changed to, 'You eat what

you eat because of what

you are.' "— Bill Lawren .

"Everything should be made
as simple as possible but

not simpler."

—Albert Einstein

FORENSIC
ENTOMOLOGY

A suspected rapist has a

jacket that matches the

victim's description of her

assailant's but claims not to

have worn it since autumn,

several months before. The
sharp-eyed detective notes

some seeds caught in the

material and has the jacket

sent to^an entomologist.

The seeds, the scientist find:

contain live insects; the

; must have worn the jacket

outdoors quite recently,

j
When the police find similar

|
insect-Infested seeds in

j

the bushes where the assault

! took place, the disheartened

rapist confesses all.

The market for forensic

entomology, the application

of the science of insects

to the administration of justice,

is small but bullish. Most

|
law-enforcement officials

i
don't,know insect testimony

i exists, but more and more

i seem to be finding out. "In-

vestigative groups have

been sending maggots to

entomologists with increasing

freqyency," explains K, C.

Kim, curator of the'Frost

Entomological Museum at

Pennsylvania State University.

Nationwide, about 200 crimi-

nal-justice cases a year

are referred io entomologists.

Maggots, or larva! flies, are

the star sleuths of the insect

world. Many murder cases

begin with the discovery of a-

decaying body. Since de-

composition rates vary with

temperature and humidity,

coroners may be unable to

estimate the length of

victim has been dead. Mag-
gots can provide this vital

crime-solving clue. Blowflies

descend on a body to feast

and lay eggs within 12 to

24 hours of death. (The

scavengers even find their

way into air-conditioned high

rises.) As the body decom-
poses, a succession of

different fly species move in

and lay their own eggs. If

an entomologist can identify

the species of maggot and
knows how long that species

remains in the larval stage

under the environmental

conditions involved, he can

make' a good estimate of

the time the. person died:

Last year a group of ten

entomologisis, including Kim.

formed the Forensic Ento-

mologist's Task Force to

publicize and promote their

detecting skills. "We're sur-

rounded by insects." Kim

says, "There's a lot of oppor-

tunity to gel information

from them if we use our heads

right."—Leah Waliach.

"Originality is the art of

concealing your source.
"

—Franklin P Jones
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AIDS-infected lymphocyte: Forget about bums and radiatioi

real danger oi nuclear war may be an AlDS-like epidemic.

NUCLEAR AIDS

If the big one ever goes
off, nuclear survivors can
expect a frightening epidemic

in the battle's aftermath.

"An AlDS-like syndrome
should be anticipated in the

months and years following

nuclear attack." says David
Greer, dean of medicine
at Rhode Island's Brown Uni-

versity. "The same horrible

problems that occur in AIDS
patients—the bizarre infec-

tions, pneumonia, and Kapo-
si's sarcoma lesions—should

occur."

This is because certain

noxious effects that will follow

nuclear detonation, such as

radiation, burns and trauma.

psychological stress, and
eventual malnutrition, can be
expected to disarm the

body's immune system in the

same way that the AIDS
virus does. Greer says, by
destroying essential white

blood cells known as T

lymphocytes. And other T
lymphocyte related
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(tuOerculosis, leprosy, Le-

gionnaire's disease, cancer)

should be expected in epi-

demic magnitude.

Greer and Lawrence Rifkin,

a Brown medical student,

depicted this bleak scenario

in a paper fhey recently

presented to a National

Academy of Sciences sym-
posium on the medical

implications of nuclear war.

They reached their findings

after an exhaustive review of

current medical research in

such varied disciplines as

radiology and psychiatry.

Their goal was to determine

precisely how radiation

and other nuclear effects act

upon the body.

"All of the disparate litera-

ture said the same thing,"

Greer notes, "that T lympho-

cytes seem to be most
susceptible to these noxious

influences.

"This," he adds, "is another

nail in the coffin for the argu-

ment that you can fight a
limited nuclear war."

—Eric Mishara

VAN GOGH
AND EPILEPSY

For years scholars have

puzzled over ihe behavior of

Vincent van Gogh, one of

history's most eccentric and
talented artists. Now a Har-

vard doctor suggests that Van
Gogh, who cut off his ear

and eventually killed himself,

suffered from a recently

discovered dysfunction of

the brain.

The condition is called

Geschwind's syndrome,

named after the scientist who
described it in 1974. The
late Dr. Norman Geschwind
found that some people

suffered from strange symp-
toms that came in clusters;

They were compulsive writers

or painters, were extremely

reiigious, had weak or con-

fused sex drives and very

short tempers, and showed
"stickiness"—a reluctance,

for example, to let conversa-

tions end.

Geschwind found these

behaviors in certain patients

who had temporal-lobe

epilepsy. More recently, a
former student of his, Harvard

Medical School neurologist

Dr. Sharham Khoshbin, found

them in nonepileptics as

well. These included patients

with behavioral disorders,

sleep disorders, and

—

strangely—with a rheumatoid

condition known as systemic

lupus erythematosus. Khosh-
bin also identified a cause.

By using computer-analyzed

brain mapping, he traced

the symptoms to electrical

disturbances In the brain's

temporal lobe.

The syndrome got Khosh-
bin to thinking about some-
thing he came across as

an undergraduate art student.

While traveling in southern

France, he visited ihe hospital

in which Van Gogh was
treated after he cut oft his

ear. He noticed in the medical

records that Van Gogh was
an epileptic. Most historians

say Van Gogh was either

depressive or schizophrenic.

But Khoshbin. who's seen

the artwork of mental patients,

says that can't be the case.

Neither depressives nor

schizophrenics use detail or

color as Van Gogh did; nor

do they paint so prodigiously.

"In ten years he produced
over one thousand paint-

ings," says Khoshbin. He also

notes that Van Gogh had a

terrible temper, probably had

a love affair with the artist

Paul Gauguin, and had been
a priest before becoming a

painter.

Khoshbin concludes that

Van Gogh almost certainly

sulfered from Geschwind's

syndrome, as did several

other artists, writers, and vi-

sionaries. "One can only

wonder," he says, "what effect

it has had on history."

—Douglas Starr

Van Gogh sans ear: The man
had a serious problem.



NASA scientist with day The

energy source of lite?

LIFE FROM CLAY

Over the past iew years a

suspicion has grown among
some scientists that the

original cradle of life on this

planet was not water but

earth—spec i'l cally clay. Now,

from the NASA-Ames Re-

search Center in Sunnyvale,

California, comes new evi-

dence to support that con-

tention.

It has long been known
that after exposure to gamma
radiation and subsequent

heating, the surfaces of

some clays give off ultraviolet

radiation. Were it not for the

relative violence of Ihis

chemical scenario, that ra-

diation might have stimulated

the formation of the complex

organic molecules neces-

sary for life. But now NASA
chemist Lelia Coyne has

discovered that clays will also

give off life-promoting radia-

tion as a result of what she

calls "gentler processes."

Coyne and her colleague

Noam Lahab of Hebrew

University in Rehovot, Israel.

spread a wet paste of kaolin

clay on (he inside of a vial.

They then slowly dried the

paste with a chemical drying

agent. A photon counter

revealed that when the clay

dried through a certain critical

range of moisture content,

it emitted a burst of ultraviolet

radiation.

The signficance of the

discovery, Coyne thinks, is

thai it greatly expands the

number and kinds ot circum-

stances—including routine

erosion and the wetting

and drying cycles involved in

normal rainfall—under which

clays could have emitted

radiation important to stimu-

lating the growth of organic

molecules. All in all, she

says, the chances are now
significantly greater lhat

clays could have been the

"little powerhouses" that

supplied protolife's first ener-

gies.—Sill Lawren

"Magicians can do more by

means of faith than

physicians by the truth."

—Giordano Bruno

"Every great advance in

science has issued from a

new audacity of imagination."—John Dewey

"in matters of principle, stand

tike a rock. In matters of

taste, swim with the current."

—Thomas Jefferson

BURGERS AND
RAIN FORESTS

In the 60 seconds it takes

you to read this article,

approximately 30 acres of

tropical forest will be slashed

and burned into oblivion.

So says Randy Hayes of

Friends of the Earth (FOE),

which last spring picketed

Burger King restaurants

in San Francisco in defense

of rain forests.

Why Burger King? FOE
and another environmentalist

group. Earth First, took

action against the tast-food

chain because 40 percent of

the rain forests in Central

America have been cleared

to raise beef that is sold

primarily to convenience-

food processors and restau-

rants in the United States.

Burger King is one of the few

companies that has admitted

lo using Central American

bee!, which takes five cents

off the price ot an American

hamburger.

The environmentalists

wanted to put pressure on

Burger King and to alert

!he public to their belief that

every bite of a flame-broiled

burger takes another gulp

out of our planet's fast-

disappearing rain forests,

It's an important issue. Rain

forests cover 7 percent of

the earth's land surface, but

they are home lo half of

the world's 5 million or more

species of plants and ani-

mals. The majority of lifesav-

ing anticancer drugs and
new food craps have origi-

nated from species of plants

and animals in tropical for-

ests. Yet only one sixth of all

tropical species have been

identified by biologists to

date.

A Burger King spokesper-

son defended the company
by saying that the only Central

American beel that goes
into a Whopper comes from

Costa Rica, where rain for-

ests, according to Burger

King, are not in danger

Since last year's picket of

Burger King, Congress

has begun action to protect

rain forests by introducing

two new bills. The bills would

require the Agency for Inter-

national Development (AID) to

stop supporting such harm-

ful large-scale development

activities as cattle ranching

and would direct AID to

provide not less !han $10
million to assist developing

countries in conserving

biological diversity.

—Cathy Spencer

Rain latest cleared lor cattle ranching: Does every bite of a Whopper

eat away at our planet's most valuable plants and animals?
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SWEDISH TEETH

When most people lose

their teeth, their gums and
jawbones begin to shrink, and

- many of Ihem can no longer

chew properly or speak
clearly with conventionally

replaced dentures. These are

problems that can now be
corrected by os

implantation, a surgical

procedure originated in Swe-
den 20 years ago.

A leading American expo-
nent of the technique is a

New York City periodontist

named Stuart J. Froum,

who has performed some
two dozen such office proce-
dures with a success rate

akin to that achieved by the

Swedes— 81 percent on
upper jaw tooth replace-

ments, 91 percent on the

lower jaw—which is good
news to the 30 million Ameri-
cans who are totally or par-

tially-toothless.

Dr. Froum describes the

need for the osseointegrated

technique this way: "In the
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past, efforts to replace leeth

with dental implants—de-
vices that attached replace-

ment teeth to gums or bones
in the. mouth—met with lim-

ited success." In fact the risk

of bone deterioration and
infection was so great that

most dentists abandoned the

notion of implantation and
relied chiefly on the conven-
tional denture device.

That is no longer necessary

due to refinements in the

osseointegrated technique,

which involves the surgical

implantation of small, pure ti-

tanium screws into the jaw-

bone while the patient is

under local anesthesia. The
titanium molecules actually

bond with the bone cells

in the jaw, anchoring the

screws—five for a full den-

ture, two for a partial bridge

—

and providing a solid founda-

tion for the patient's artificial

teeth.

Since the titanium is com-
patible with body tissue,

there is far less chance of

infection. After athree- to six-

month healing period is

completed, the titanium

screws are topped with cylin-

ders to which the artificial

teeth are attached, and then

the patient is fitted with a
semipermanent bone-an-

chored bridge.

The procedure is currently

available at five dental facili-

ties around the country,

including the Mayo Clinic, as
well as from such trained

practitioners as Froum. Prices

range from $2,000 to

£10,000.—George Nobbe

"Mad? I who have solved tht

'secret of life, you call me
mad?"

—Dr. Otto Von Niemann

DREAMLESS SLEEP

Everybody dreams. Study

after study has shown that

each of us spends about 30
minutes per night in rapid-

eye-movement (REM) sleep,

the kind of sleep associated

with dreaming.

That's why Peretz Lavie

and his colleagues at Tech-

nion Medical Schools Sleep

Research Center in Haifa,

Israel, were astonished when,

by pure coincidence, they

came across an otherwise

healthy man who seemed to

sleep without dreaming.

The patient, a thirty-three-

year-old lawyer, had been re-

ferred to the center because
he occasionally shouted

in his sleep. Psychological

testing indicated that the

man was well adjusted, and
Lavie determined that the

episodic shouting was "noth-

ing serious."

Still, when they measured
the man's sleeping brain

waves for five nights running,

they found absolutely no

evidence of the pattern

characteristic of dreaming. In

five subsequent nights the

patient did dream, but only

five minutes per night

—

"less." says Lavie, "than any
documented [subject] in

the past."

In search of an explanation,

the doctors performed a

CAT scan of the patient's

brain. There they found that a

piece of shrapnel that had
pierced his skull during

the 1970 Suez Canal missile

crisis had destroyed a por-

tion of his locus coeruleus, a

group of cells that lies deep
in the brain stem. "This is

a very important develop-

ment," says Lavie. "The locus

coeruleus had been demon-
strated as the dream center

in animals. But it had never

before been demonstrated in

man."—Bill Lawren

"Things are known in the

knower after the manner of

the knower, not after their

own manner of existence.

"

—Thomas Aquinas

Everybody dreams—except for one strange patient in an Israeli

sleep lab who went five straight nights without a single dream.



Writer's block? Let a computer

disk mangle your metaphors.

RACTER RETURNS

in our October 1981 i

Omni published a science-

fiction story called "Soft

Ions," by Racter, a computer

program that writes fiction.

Racier (short tor raconteur)

picKs nouns, verbs, adjec-

tives, adverbs, and other

parts of speech at random
from an internal vocabulary

and strings them together

according to the rules of

grammar. Nowtvlindscape

Inc., a Northbrook, Illinois,

software publisher, is offering

the storytelling program to

owners ot personal com-
puters. Racter sports a 2,800-

word vocabulary, grammati-

cal expertise, and a style

to boot (up).

Original as only an alien

can be, Racter spins synthetic

yarns that go just sufficiently

askew to derange normal

reality. And though it keeps
track of previous conversa-

tions with each user, Racter,

like a true creator, never

gives the same response

twice. Consider a recent

interview:

Omni: What do you think of

Omni'?

Racter: Just be content that I

do think of Omni.

Omni: What is your philoso-

phy of life?

Racter: I don't know. I wonder

if humans like stupidity.

Asked io name its chief

influences as a writer, Racter

responded: "Maybe Genghis

Khan's uncle or maybe
George Washington. He's

from the Hotel Pierre. Genghis

Khan, that is."

Those who want a larger

sampling of flacfer's eerie

output can check out its

novel. The Policeman's Beard

Is Half-Constructed, from

Warner Books. The storytell-

ing program is now available

for the IBM PC, the Apple

II, Macintosh, and Amiga
computers.

Mindscape has also

formed a user's group called

the Institute of Artificial

Insanity, described as a "fully

discredited, not-for-loss

institution." The institute ac-

cepts applications' from

all users who send in "before-

Racter" and "after-flacter"

photographs that depict how
their experience with the.

program has changed them.

An institute spokesperson,

however, warns that "only the

first million applicants will

be accepted."

—Roop;

7 believe a leaf of
;

less than thejourm

of the stars'."

"No one tests the

river with both feet."

—African proverb

NOtSE VERSUS NOISE

What do you do if you want

to tone down a loud ndise?

Muflle it? Drown it? Plug your

ears? Turn the damned
thing off?

Well, if a group of scientists

at a Billerica, Massachusetts,

company are right, the best

thing to do is- to throw an-

other noise at it.

The principle, explains

physicist Nate Higbie of

Technology Integrations and
Development Group. Inc.,

is simplicity itself! Take two

sound waves of equal ampli-

tude but opposite intensity

and make them collide.

They'll simply cancel, each

other out, leaving the imme-
diate environment very close

to blissfully silent

Higbie put the principle to

work to combat low-fre-

quency noise vibrations of a

large diesel engine. An
array of sensors picked up
the nojse and fed it to a

computer that had been pro-

grammed with a special

algorithm developed by

British physicist Barry Chap-
lin. The program analyzed

the sound, adjusted for

minute variations: then sent

just the right "antin'oise"

through a cluster of speakers

that had been studded on

the surface ol the engine

cowling like cloves on a ham.
: The diesel. says Higbie,

:
was all but silenced.

|
The. physicist is careful to

j

explain that the antinoise

1 system won't work on random

I
sounds like hisses or whirs,

|
But it can be extremely

[
effective if the sound is in a

;
single key. like the throb

I
of a diesel or the ear-splitting

1 whine of a jet.

j
'The technology is.just

j
starting to be feasible On a

|
broad scale," says Higbie. "It

! needs more development,

! but we've proved the princl-

pie."— Bill Lawren

i "The present :nhabitation of

j
Mars by a race superior

to ours is very probable."
—Camille Fiami
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COMPUTERIZED
BIRD-WATCHING

There was a time when
field guides, notebooks, and
binoculars were about all

the tield equipment that avid

bird-watchers realty needed
when they trudged off into

the woods in search of their

quarry,

But now you can add
portable battery-run com-
puters, some of them weigh-

ing as little as five pounds,

to that list of indispensable

bird-watching gear.

So says Edward Mair, an

enthusiast who three years

ago launched an organization

called the Newburyport
Birders Exchange, a flock of

Massachusetts bird fanciers

who swear by computers.

The organization has 75

earnest members in 30
states, Canada, Mexico, and
Puerto Rico, all of whom
come armed with different

versions of lap-size electronic

circuitry, much of it devel-

oped in Japan.
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"The quicker you get your

information out of your note-

book, the better off you're

going to be," says Mair,

a veteran of field and stream

who knows lhat information

retrieval is the name of the

bird-watching game, "If

you want to know how many
osprey were flying at a cer-

tain location when the wind

was blowing from the north-

west and the temperature

was above fifty-two degrees,

all you have to do is type in

a couple of commands
and it's right there for you,"

Considering that Mair

has recorded some 700 dif-

ferent species of North

American birds and their

individual quirks and charac-

teristics, it's easy to see

why the modern bird-watcher

would prefer a computer to

a notebook.

Mark Qberle, a Decaiur,

Georgia, birder, is an even
beiter example. Over the

years he has traveled or

worked in some two dozen
! countries, stalking more than

1,800 species of birds along

the way.

He relies on such sophisti-

cated technology as astro-

nomical computers to deter-

rr.ir ..:.: rji;- :.: : .::! : '" J !:-;-;

light in unfamiliar haunts.

"You just can't manage all that

[information] by hand," he

says of the tens of thousands

of bits and pieces of data

that he has accumulated

around the world.

—George Nobbe

SCIENCE-FICTION
QUIZ NO. 10

Just about any weekend of

each year, there is a science-

fiction convention going on

in the United Stales in one
city or another. At science-

fiction conventions (or "cons,"

as the faithful call them),

fans and writers gather to talk

about science fiction, watch

SF films (mostly old), hold

debates and panel discus-

sions, play computer games,
eat, drink, and parly far

into the night.

Once each year, science-

fiction fandom puts on a

World Science Fiction Con-

vention. The forty-fourth such
convention will be held this

year in Atlanta during Labor
Day weekend.

Each convention is given a

name. The 1985 Worldcon,

for example, was called

Aussiecon II because it was
the second world convention

to be held in Australia,

Most of the other cons are

held annually and take on

a name that is specific to that

particular convention. Phil-

con, for example, is the name
of the annual Philadelphia

science-fiction convention.

Listed below are the names

of five annual science-fiction

conventions, together with

their dates for 1986. Can you

guess the cities in which

they take place? Warning;

Many of the convention

names stem from the cities in

which they are held. Bui

many others do not!

—Ben Bova
1

.

Boskone: This past Feb-

ruary 14 to 16

2. Minicon: March 28 to 30

3. Aggiecon: April 3 to 6

4. Hatcon: June 6 to 8

5. Lunacon: March 7 to 9

ANSWERS
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fessional sports will ev

Which records will be shattered by the ^

Which ones will remain, like faithful Ie

intact long beyc,

.

....... i America pride them
n being experts. The taverns and rec room;

tany points the Bears will score
''

'on. Yet when it comes
>orts, accurately

global

:

s competition will change, few have i

hority than Peter Ueberroth.

Ueberroth was first approached in 197^ .u
it of the Los Angeles Olympics Organizing

tee. Then, the very future of this intern.

Dmpetilion—given the inherent .,

tical difficulties of hosting the Olym-

5?W
in Los Angeles projected ,

sage. The Olympics were h



of cultural diplomacy, a legacy from ancient

Greece that reflected man's past and illu-

minated his future. And no person was more
responsible for this accomplish menl lhan

Peter Ueberroth.

For this reason alone, Omni approached
Ueberroth, now commissioner of Major
League Baseball and author of the best-sell-

ing book Made in America (William Morrow
& Company). We wanted to know what kinds

ot sports will be played in space. What
baseball records are likely to be broken? Will

drugs and steroids ever be accepted in in-

ternational competition?

For each of the following 40 questions, cir-

cle the response(s) you think Ueberroth gave.

The objective is to respond in the way you
think Ueberroth would have.

On page 96 you will lind his 39 answers.

(Ueberroth declined to comment on one of

the 40 questions; you'll have to figure oul

which one.) To calculate your score, tally the

number of times your own responses match
those of Ueberroth. Then check your score
against the Omni Future Sports Quotient, a
profile that analyzes your ability to predict

the future of sports and to mirror the philos-

ophy of Peter Ueberroth.

1. In the year 2001, what spectator sport will

be the most popular in the United States

(based on paid attendance)?

a. horse racing d, soccer
b. football e. basketball

c. baseball f. auto racing

2. What baseball record >s the ieasl likely to

be broken?

a. Roger Maris's 61 home runs in a season
b. Cy Young's 511 lifetime victories

c. Jack Chesbro's 41 wins in one season
d. Lou Gehrig's 2,130 consecutive games

played

e. Joe DiMaggio's consecutive hitting streak

of 56 games
f. Pete Rose's career hit record

3. When will Eastern Bloc countries like East

Germany or the Soviet Union use genetic

engineering (manipulating athletes' genes)
to create the ultimate athlete?

a. 1995 d. 2010 or beyond
b. 2000 e. never
c. 2005

4. Within 25 years, in which of the following

leagues will women in America be playing

alongside men? (Choose as many as apply.)

a. basketball d. hockey
b. baseball e. none
c. football

5. Brawls have occasionally erupted as a
result ol disputed umpire calls. When will ro-

botic umpires be used behind home plate

to call balls and strikes?

a. 1990 c. 2020
b. 2010 d. never

-6. Howard Cosell has recently called for a

general prohibition on boxing as a result of

"Yes, gentlemen, we've witnessed some incredible retirements to

Professor Einstein's theories : (yarding time travel. Now; with your permission,
it's time for Commander Worthington's tour o'clock feeding.

"

serious injuries to lighters. Will such a ban
ever be instituted?

a. yes

b. no, but there will be stricter medical stan-

dards applied to boxing

c. boxing will continue in its current form

7. Who will twenty-first-century Americans
cite as the greatest male spores hero ol the

twentieth century?

a. Jesse Owens
b. Jim Thorpe

c. Muhammad Ali

d. Babe Ruth

e. Kareem Abdul-Jabbar
I. Pele

g. Arnold Palmer

8. Who will twenty-first-century Americans
cite as the greatest female sports hero of the

twentieth century?

a. Babe Didrickson

b. BillieJean King

c. Sonja Henie

d. Wilma Rudolph

e. OlgaKorbut
f. Martina Navratiiova

g. Grete Waitz

9. The National Basketball Association re-

cently instituted a cap on player salaries.

Which league is next to follow?

a. National Hockey League
b. Mational Football League
c. Major League Baseball

d. none

10. When will the Olympics accept profes-

sional athletes in every sport?

a. 1992 d. 2016
b- 2000 e 2020 or beyond
c. 2008 f. never

11. Will the National Collegiate Athletic As-
sociation (NCAA) ever permit colleges to

provide salaries for their top athletes?

a. yes b. no

12. In 1969 pitching mounds were lowered

to bolster flagging offenses. Since then the

science of pitching has improved further still.

Will pitching mounds, as a result, be low-

ered again before the turn of the century?
a. yes b. no

13. Fan violence has become an alarming

problem in sports today. What measures will

be taken regularly in the next five years by
ball clubs to make fans behave? (Choose as .

many as apply.)

a. police dogs will be stationed on'playing

fields, as they were in Phi adelphia in 1980
b. greater restrictions will be placed on the

sale of beer

c. disrupters will not only be ejected from
ballparks but will be fully prosecuted

d. .bodily sea'ches will bo increased as fans

enter the stadium

e. there will be more visible police and se-

curity presence
f. razor wire will be used to protect playing

fields



14. Will the Olympics ever be returned per-

manently to Greece to preventpolitical boy-

cotts and endless squabbling?

a. yes b. no

15. At the first modern Olympics, in 1896,

Spiridon Loues took 2 hours, 58 minutes, and
50 seconds to win the marathon in Athens.

In 1984, al (he Olympics in Los Angeles,

Carlos Lopes of Portugal won in 2 hours, 9

minutes, and 21 seconds. By 2000, as the

new millennium approaches, will the two-

hour mark fall?

a. yes b. no

16. Women's performances have been im-

proving dramatically over the last 20 years

as a result of emphasis on training. In which
of the following Olympic categories is it likely

that a woman's time will be better than a
man's? (Choose as many as apply.)

a. 100-meter run

b. marathon

c. 100-meter freestyle

d. javelin throw

17. Despite much publicity about men being

superior to women, Billie Jean King de-

feated Bobby Riggs in the celebrated Match
of the Sexes in 1973. Will top female tennis

competitors ever compete head-to-head
against men at Wimbledon?
a. yes b. no

c. women may become as good as men but

will still compete in separate categories

18. Baseball s booming around the world.

Which country would have the most realistic

chance oi defeating the winner of the World

Series of 2001?
a. Japan
b. Dominican Republic

c. Cuba
d. Mexico

e. Italy

f. none of the above

19. Major League Baseball went interna-

tional in 1969 with the inclusion of the Mon-
treal Expos. Which ot the following countries

or territories will sport major-league teams
in 25 years? (Choose as irary as apply.)

a. Puerto Rico

b. Mexico

c. Dominican Republic

d. Cuba
e. Japan
f. none

20. Since 1930 there have been 12 World
Cups; the United States, however, has never
fielded a truly coir-nett ve soccer team. With

the growth oi American soccer, what year is

tie United Slalom tiohI likely ro win?

a. 1990

b. 1998

C. 2006
d. 2026
e. the United States will never be able to
* contend with the Europeans and the

South Americans

".' suppose qui government Hnas-iisai! ireauentiy supaoiiiiig a'ictdtors

tor the very same reasons we end up marrying them.
"

21. Given the continued emphasis on youth,

a nine-year-old could conceivably compete
in the U.S. Open in 2010. If the United States

Tennis Association imposes age limits, how
old will a youngster have to be to compete
in a major tournament?

a. ten c. fourteen

b. twelve - d. fifteen

e. no age restriction will ever be set

22. So universal sine-moric system that the

Olympics does not even have a mile run.

Will the United States ever follow suit and
eliminate the mile from track-and-field com-
petition, replacing it with Ihe 1.500 meter run?

a. yes b. no

23. Who would a twenty-first- century sports

fan designate as the greatest coach or man-
ager of our current century?

a. Angelo Dundee g. Woody Hayes
b. Casey Stengel h. John Wooden
c. Earl Weaver i. Connie Mack
d. Vince Lornbardi j. Bela Karolyi

e. Branch Rickey k. Red Auerbach
f. Bear Bryant

24. Horses thai win major stakes events are

put out to slud. Will professional athletes ever

be paid to perform a similar service?

a. yes b, no

25. Of the following baseball possibilities,

what is the most likely oven: to occur in 2001 ?

a. Billy Martin is rehired as manager of the

New York Yankees
b. the Chicago Cubs win the World Series

in a night game played at Wrigley Field

c. Pete Rose gains his six thousandth hit

playing as a designated hitter for the Cin-

cinnati Reds
d. United Stales President Steve Garvey

throws out the first pitch on opening day
e. none of :he above is al a!' likely

26. In a 1984 poll Omni readers predicted

that an Olympics played in space would in-

clude such new spoils as spacebali, zero-

g pocket billiards alt mate skydiving, and a

lunar biathalon. When can we expect such
an event to be held?

a. 2020 c. 2084
b. 2040 d. beyond 2100
e. never; we have enough trouble holding

the Olympics on Earth

27. Will a computer replace a human as an
on-lhe-field manager to decide a team's
strategic moves?
a. likely to occur in at least one professional

sport before 20.00

b. likely to occur after 2000
c. unlikely to occur; one cannot win one for

the chipper

28. The United States had won America's
Cup. sailing's most prized trophy, for 24 suc-

cessive races until Australia wrested the Cup
in 1983. At the turn of the century, which
country will be sailing's champion?
a. Australia c. Canada
b. England d. United States
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The cybernetic snake hides within her,

patiently coiled, ready to strike

SARAH RUNS
THE WEASEL

The body designer has eyes of glittering violet

above cheekbones of sculptured ivory. Her hair is

a streaky blond that sweeps to an architecturally

perfect dorsal fin behind her nape. Her muscles

are catlike, and her lips are drops of scarlet dew.

"Hair shorter, yes," she says. "One doesn't

wear it long in free lall." Her fingers lash out and

seize Sarah by the chin, lilting her head to the

cold north light. Her fingernails are violet, to match

her eyes, and sharp. Sarah glares at her, sullen.

The body designer smiles. 'A little pad in the

chin, yes," she says. "You need a stronger chin.

BY WALTER JON WILLIAMS PAINTINGS BY Dl MACCHIO



QWith a slow grace that must
have served well in the high, black, starry

evernight, Maurice turns^

The tip of the nose can be
altered; you're a bit too re-

trousse. The curve of [he

jawbone needs a little flat-

tening— I'll bring my paring

knife tomorrow. And of

course we'll remove the

scars. Those scars have got

to go." Sarah curls her lip

under the pressure of the vi-

olet-tipped fingers.

The designer drops Sa-

rah's chin and whirls. "Must

we use this girl, Cun-
ningham?" she asks. "She

has no style at all. She can't

walk gracefully. Her body's

too big, too awkward. She's

dirt. Common,"
Cunningham sits silently in

his brown suit, his neutral,

unmemorable face giving

away nothing. His voice is a

whisper. "Sarah has style.

Firebud," he says. "Style and

discipline. You are to give it

form, to fashion it. Her style must be a
weapon. You will make it:

I will point it. And
Sarah will fly where she should." He looks at

Sarah with his steady brown eyes. "Won't

you, Sarah?" he asks.

Sarah does not reply. Instead she looks

up at the body designer, drawing back her

lips; showing teeth. "Let me hunt you some
night, Firebud," she says. "I'll show you style."

Thedesignerrolls her eyes. "Dirtgirl stuff,"

she snorts, but she steps back. Sarah grins.

'And Firebud," Cunningham says, "leave

the scars alone. They will speak to our prin-

cess. Of this cruel terrestrial reality which she

helped create. Which she dominates. With

which she is half in love.

"Yes," he says, "leave the scars alone." For

the first time he smiles, a briel tightening of

the cheek muscles, cold as liquid nitrogen.

"Our princess will love the scars," he says.

"Love them till the end."

TODAY/YES
The Aujourd'Oui is a jockey bar, and they

are all here, moonjocks and rigjocks, hold-

jocks and powerjocks and rockjocks, all

wearing their colors on their vests and jack-

ets: TRW, Temple, Toshiba, ARAMCO, Tu-

polev. The badges that declare them the

victors of the Rock War. They condescend
to share the floor with the losers, the mud-
boys and dirtgirls who surround them, who
hope to touch .them in the zonedance and
absorb a piece of their radiance.

Sarah stalks among them in a black satin

jacket, blazoned on its back with a" white

crane that rises to the starry firmament amid
a flock of chrome-bright Chinese charac-

ters. It is the badge of a small block that does
most of its business in Singapore and is

hardly ever to be seen here in the Florida

Free Zone.

Her sculpted face is pale, the Florida tan

gone, her eyes black rimmed. Her almost-

black hair is short on the sides and brushy
on top, her nape hair falling in two thin braids

to the small of her back. Chrome steel ear-

rings.brush her shoulders. Firebud has
broadened her already-broad shoulders and
pared down the width of her pelvis. She
wears black dancing slippers laced overthe
ankles, and dark purple stretch overalls with

suspenders that frame her breasts, stretch-

ing the fabric over the nipples that Firebud

has made more prominent. Her shirt is gauze
spangled with silver, her neck scarf black

silk. There is a" two-way spliced into her au-
ditory nerve, and a receiver tagged to the

optic centers of her forebrain, monitoring

police broadcasts, a constant Times Square
of an LED running amber, at will, above her
expanded, vision. Gifts from Cunningham.
Her hardwired nerves are her own. So is the

Weasel that waits, with cybernetic patience,

for the hunt to begin.

'I LOVE MY KIKUYU EYES, SEZ PRIMO PORNOSTAR
ROD MCLEISH, AND WITH THE INFRARED OPTION,

I CAN TELL IF MY PARTNER'S REALLY EXCITED

OR IF I'M JUST ON A SILICON RIDE
. . .

KIKUYU OPTICS I. G.

A DIVISION Of M KOYA.N CUREVICH

She first met Cunningham
in another bar, the Blue Silk.

That morning Sarah had run

Weasel as per contract, but

the snagboy had been
hardwired himself— she
suspects a medulla implant

with some Japanese liquid

crystal containing the re-

flexes of a second dan or so.

But Weasel had gone in

through the boy's eye and
taken out the forebrain, and
though Sarah is nursing
bruises, she recovered the

boy's runbag, the stolen
merchandise his hopes had
driven him to steal but his

smarts hadn't let him keep.

The contract was with the

thirdmen, and Sarah was
paid in endorphins, handy
since she's had to use a few

of them herself. There is a

bone bruise on the back of

her thigh, and she can't sit;

instead she leans against the padded bar

and sips her rum and lime.

The Blue Silk is run by an ex-cutterjock

named Maurice. He is a West Indian with

old-model Zeiss eyes who fought the Rock
War on the losing side. There are pictures of

his friends and heroes on the walls, all of

them with the azure silk neck scarves of the

elite space defense corps, most of them
framed with black mourning ribbons that are

turning purple with the long years.

Sarah wonders what he has seen with

those featureless metal eyes. The burst of X

rays that heralded the ten-thousand-ton
rocks that tore through the atmosphere to

crash on Earth's cities? The artificial mete-

ors themselves, launched from the orbital

and lunar mass-drivers, that had first fallen

in the Eastern Hemisphere, over Mombasa
and Calcutta, each with the force of a nu-

clear blast? By the time the planet had ro-

tated and made the Western Hemisphere a

target, the earth had surrendered—but the

orbital blocs felt they hadn't made their point

forcefully enough in the West, and so the

rocks fell anyway. Communications foul-up,

they said. Earth's billions knew better. Earth

had been colonized by its own orbital and
lunar colonies, a nasty piece of irony deliv-

ered by special messenger.
Sarah was eight. She was doing a tour in

a Youth Reclamation Camp near Stone
Mountain when three rocks obliterated At-

lanta and killed her mother. Her brother Daud,
five, was trapped in the rubble, but the

46 OMNI



neighbors heard his screams and got him

out. After that Sarah and her brother bounced
from one DP agency to another, then ended
up in Tampa with her falher. who had dis-

appeared when she was three.

Sarah remembers the first glimpse of the

man: his torn shirt darkened by alcoholic

sweat; his watery, uncomprehending stare

as the social worker introduced him to his

children, "This is yourfather," the woman
said. "He'll take care of you." It turned out to

be only half a lie.

"Looking for work, Sarah?" The question,

coming from the quiet white man who has

been sitting al the end of the bar, brings a
welcome end to the unbidden memory. He
has come closer, one hand on the back of

the bar stool next to her. He is smiling as if

he is unaccustomed to it.

"You come recommended," he says. His

voice is sandpaper, the kind you never for-

get. Like he'd never had lo raise it.

She narrows her eyes and takes a delib-

erately long drink.

"By whom''" she says.

The smile is gone now; the nondescript

face looks at her warily, "The Hetman."
"Michael?" she asks. He nods.

"My name is Cunningham."

"Do you mind if I call Michael and ask
him?" she says. The Heiman controls the Bay
crowd, and sometimes she runs the Weasel
for him. She doesn't like the idea of his drop-

ping her name to strangers.

"If you like," Cunningham says. "But I'd like

to talk to you about work first."

"This isn't the bar I go to for work. See me
in the Plastic Girl at ten."

'This isn't the sort of offer that can wait,"

Sarah turns her back to him and looks into

Maurice's metal eyes. "This man," she says,

"is bothering me."

Maurice's face does not change expres-

sion. "You best leave," he says,

Sarah, not looking at Cunningham, re-

ceives from the corner of her eye an impres-

sion of a spring uncoiling. Cunningham
seems taller than a moment ago.

"Do I get to finish my drink first?" he asks.

Maurice, without looking down, reaches
into the till and flicks bills on the dark surface

of the bar. "Drink's on the house. Get outta

my place.".

Cunningham says nothing, just gazes for

a calm moment into the unblinking metal

eyes. "Townsend," Maurice says, a code
word and the name of the general who had
once led him. up against the orbitals and their

burning defensive energies. The defense
systems lock down from above the bar mir-

ror. Sarah glances up. Military lasers, she
thinks, scrounged on the black market, or

maybe from Maurice's old cutter. She won-
ders if the bar has power enough to use them
or whether they are bluff. Cunningham stands

still tor another half-second, then turns and
leaves the Blue Silk without a word. Sarah
does not watch him go.

"Thanks, Maurice."

Maurice forces a sad smile. "Hell, lady,"

he says. "You regular customer. And that fella

been orbital."

48 OMNI

"He's from the blocs? You're sure?"

"I didn't say he from the blocs, Sarah,"

Maurice says, "but he's been there. Re-

cently, too. You can tell from the way they

walk, if you got the eyes." He raises a gnarled

finger to his head. "His ear, you know? Cen-
trifugal force just a little different from gravi-

tational. It take a while to adjust."

Sarah frowns. What kind ofjob is the man
ottering?

She holds out her glass. 'Another, please,

Maurice."

With a slow grace that must have served

him well in the high, black, starry evernight,

Maurice turns toward the mirror and reaches

for the rum. Even, in a gesture this simple,

there is sadness.

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE

LOSES PATERNITY SUIT

"MY LITTLE ANDROID HAS A NAME,'

SOBS GRATEFUL MOTHER
KOROLEV I.G. OFFERS NO COMMENT

She takes a taxi home from the Blue Silk,

trying io ignore the fact of Cunningham wait-

QThe injector

hums, and the needle slides

into her arm on

a cool spray of anesthetic.

.
' A veil slides

between her and her pain, and
she takes a

ragged breath, then stands.^

ing calmly across the si rod as she gives the

driver her address. How much is she throw-

ing away here?

By the time she enters the two-room
apartment she shares with Daud the endor-

phins have just about worn off, and pain is

hammering her thigh win every step. It's time

for another dose.

She looks in her hiding place and sees
that two of her twelve vials of endorphin are

gone. She hadn't thought Daud would find

her new place so soon. Not that there are

many places .to hide even small amounts of

stufl in an apartment this size,

She ties herself off and slots a vial into her

injector, programs the dose she wants, and
presses the injector to her arm. The injector

hums, and the needle slides into her arm on

a goo! spray of anesthetic. She unties and
watches the LED on the injector pulse twenty

times; and then- a veil slides between her

and her pain.

She takes a ragged breath and then

stands. She looks at the vial: only another

lour doses left.

,

Michael the Hetman is in his office when
she calls, She speaks to him in Spanglish,

and he laughs.

"I thought I'd hear from you today, mi her-

mana," he says.

"Yes?" she asks. "You know this orbiter

Cunningham?"

"So-so. We've done business. He has the

highest recommendations,"

"Whose?"
"The highest," he-says.

"So you recommend that I trust him?"

Sarah asks.

His laugh seems a little jangled. She won-
ders if he is high.

"I never make that kind of recommenda-
tion, mi bermana," he says.

"Yes, you would, Hetman," Sarah says. "If

you are getting a piece of whatever it is Cun-
ningham is doing. As it is, you're just doing

him a favor."

"Do svidaniya, my -sister." says Michael,

sounding annoyed, and snaps off. Sarah
looks into the humming receiver and frowns.

The door opens behind her, and she looks

quickly over her shoUcer seeing her brother,

Daud. Behind him, carrying a six-pack of

beer, comes his manager, Jackstraw, a small

young man with unquiet eyes,

Daud looks restlessly over the small

apartment. He's altered ts eyes from brown
to a pale blue, just as he'd altered the color

of his hair, eyebrows, and lashes to a white

blond. He is tanned, and his hair is shoulder

length and shaggy.

He wears tooled leather sandals and a

tight white pair of slacks underneath a dark

net shirt, He is taking hormone suppres-

sants, and though he is twenty he looks fif-

teen and beardless.

Sarah moves over to him and kisses him

hello, "I'm working tonight," he says. He gives

a shadowy grin. "He wants to have dinner; I

can't stay long."

"Is it someone you know?" she asks. She
lived in his world once, and she knows it's a

dangerous place—particularly dangerous
for someone like Daud, who appeals to a

particular sort of client.

The hormone suppressants make him un-

able to respond normally—and that appeals
to a certain type of taste. But sometimes
Daud's passivi:y nspires rage, a berserk

madness that flares from time to time in the

shadow world's clients,

"Yes." He gives a shadowy grin, meant to

be reassuring. His blue eyes flicker, "I've

been with him before."

"Not a thatch?" As Sarah speaks the word,

she feels the cold touch of memory. Mad
eyes, a dewy mouth repeating over and over

its incantation

—

bitch, bitch—a razor, And
from Sarah a reaction so fast she couldn't

stop herself.

He shrugs out of her embrace and goes
to sit on the sofa. "No," he mumbles. 'An old

guy. Lonely, I guess. Easy to please. Wants
to talk more than anything."

He picks up the plastic pack of endor-

phins and Sarah sees two more vials vanish

between his fingers.

"Daud," she says, her voice a warning.

"That's our food and rent. I'vegottogetiton

the street."

'Uust one," Daud says.
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How the subtleties

of the psyche protect us

from the slings

and arrows of disease

MINDCURES
BY STEVEN E. LOCKE, M.D., AND
DOUGLAS COLLIGAN

/

Once a week the .

man, a busy

executive, took a

break from his

crowded schedule and paid

a visil to a special clinic in

downtown Boston There he

was ushered into a small,

dimly lit room, in the center

of which sat a large.

comfortable reclining chair.

After a nurse drew the

blinds the man settled into

the chair and began the

first part of his weekly ritual

ol exercises, alternately

tensing and relaxing

selected muscles through-

out his body, In a matter

of minutes he felt the knots

of tension inside him

unravel. He began to float

into a state of total calmness.

Then he started the

next phase of the exercise.

In his mind's eye he
summoned forth a familiar

imagined scenario. He
was lying on an operating

table, and a surgical

team was huddled around

him. The surgeon, having

made an incision in the

man, declared he was
ready. An assistant brought

a cooler to the table. The
doctor reached inside and
slowly, almost reverently,

lifted out a small mass
of pale, pink tissue. Cupping
it in his hands, he lowered

it gently through the incision

PAINTING BY ARMODIO

and into the man's body.

As the man imagined

receiving the transplant, he

felt a comforting surge of

life-giving warmth.

He was envisioning the

operation in which he would

receive a new kidney,

Another transplant had been
tried, but his immune
system had destroyed it, a

common problem for

patients who had been on

dialysis for years, Frequent

blood transfusions had
given the mans body new
immune sensitivities. His

immune system had
become brutally efficient at

rejecting foreign material,

The victim of a debilitating

kidney disease for more
than 15 years, the man was
now trying to adopt a

loving attitude toward this

strange kidney, prompting

his body to accept it. With

these mind exercises,

his transplant surgeon

hoped, the man's immune
system would restrain itself

and offer a friendlier

microenvironment for fhis

new kidney. The surgeon

was calling on a newly

discovered medical ally, the

mind of the patient.

The case of this man is

fiction, but the method
is not. A therapist helped

devise this exercise after

hearing from a specialist that

-v M



kidney transplants o'icn ia'l. While using the

mind to sway the immune system may sound
like hocus-pocus, il is solidly based in a new
and growing o ranch ot -esearch called psy-

choneuroimmunology, or PNI,

Over the past decade the discipline of PNI

has begun to answer a question ihat has

eluded science for centuries: How do our

thoughts, attitudes, and feelings affect our

health? The explanation offered by PNI:

There is a collaborative relationship among
the mind {psycho) the b ram (neuro), and the

body's system of self-protection, the im-

mune system (immunology). What we have
learned of the interplay of all Ihree promises

to change the way medicine is practiced in

this and the next century

. In addition to the standard tests, exams,
and treatments given pa'ionrs today, future

hospitals may have a battery of new meth-

ods at their disposal. We've already had a

glimpse of some of these, which include:

• Computerized tests that pay as much at-

tention to an incivioual's mind as io his body
• Mind exercises that guide the body's im-

mune system along a healing curve.

• Hope-enhancing exercise:) tnat shape a

patient's attitude so it can actually be phys-

ically beneficial.

• Placebos (sugar pills) that are used as part

of conventional medicine.

The discipline that started all this is rela-

tively young. It began in earnest about 20

years ago, when psychiatrist George Solo-

mon, then at Stanford University, became in-

terested in the role the mind and the brain

play in disease. During the Sixties his work
with both humans and animals convinced
him that definite interactive links exist be-

tween the mind and the immune system.

For example, he noted that while many
women had inherited tendencies for rheu-

matoid arthritis, those with certain person-

ality traits—passive, long-suffering individ-

uals—succumbed to the disease more
frequently. In his work with animals Solomon
revealed that rats with tumor-cell implants

had shorter life spans when they were put

under stress. Solomon was also the first

American to duplicate controversial Soviet

research demonstrating that selectively

damaging a portion of the hypothalamus, a
tiny part of. an animal's brain, weakens the

immune system. Because all this suggested
a connection between the mind and the im-

mune system, Solomon dubbed this new
area of study pssciioiirnriunoiogy.

Solomon's declarations went largely un-

noticed at first. It was considered scientific

dogma thai the immune system operated in-

dependently of any other systems in the

body. To say that the immune system could

somehow be influenced by anything out-

side itself seemed absurd.

Yet during the Seventies more evidence
appeared that supported Solomon's theory

that the immune system, does not'operate

independently of the rest of the body' The.

mind-immune-system connection was ac-

cidentally discovered by University of Roch-
ester psychologist Robert Ader. He foundit

while performing some standard psycho-
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logical experiments with rats. Just as Pavlov

trained his dogs to salivate at the sound of

a bell, Ader wanted his rats to be repulsed

bythe taste of sac-char ne -sweetened water.

After the rats drank the sweeiened water,

he injected them with a nausea-inducing

drug, cyclophosphamide. With just one in-

jection, the animals began to link the sweet

taste with feeling nauseated. Each time they

drank they got sick to their stomachs.
Strangely, many of them started dying as

well, just from drinking the water. While trying

to solve the mystery of their deaths Ader
learned that cyclophosphamide sup-
presses 'he immune system. With this last

piece of information in place, he theorized

he had trained the rats not only to abhor
sweetened water but to suppress their im-

mune system at the sweet taste. In other

words, after a sip of saccharine water their

bodies reacted as though they had been
given a dose of an immunosuppressant. With

their immune systems suppressed, the ani-

mals got sick and died.

QBIood tests

showed that patients who
coped poorly

with their illnesses had less

.

' active immune
cells than those who seemed

better able to

deal with life's stresses.^

He tested his theory with the help of a col-

league, immunologist Nicholas Cohen, by

taking a group of mice bred to die of the

disease systemic lupus erythematosus and
conditioning them the same way. Lupus is

an autoimmune disease in which the body
is attacked by its own immune system. For

the lupus mice, having. a suppressed im-

mune system wot.
I o he .icsovmg. The same

animals that had Ader's conditioning suf-

fered less from the lupus inflammation and
lived longer. Because Ader suspected that

the nervous sytem played a role in influenc-

ing the immune system, he suggested ex-

tending George Solomon's neologism to in-

clude neuro.

In the years since Solomon and Ader did

their work, others have explored the relation-

ship of the moods of the mind, the neurolog-

ical wiring of the nervous system, and the

biochemical realm of the immune system.

Many researchers now suggest.we can ex-
' plait this connection. In the future, when a
patient checks into a hospital, the kinds of

treatments he receives may depend less on
the medicines he is given and more on his

state of mind at the time.

We now know that a tremendous number

of variables can shape ;he mmune system

and thus our hca lb stresses that grind down
an individual, his ability fo cope with these

problems, his personality, his genetic leg-

acy, his physical makeup, and his current

state of health. As a result, when a patient

enters the hospital, the admitting physician

may do more than take just a routine medi-

cal history of the patient.

One way to make variables like these

medically useful is to computerize the ritual

of the hospital admissions interview, The-

computer is eminently suitable for manag-
ing a mass of data in a logical way. And PNI

requires the integration of a huge amount of

information.

If a database of PNI variables existed, it

would be possoe tc program a desk-top

computer to analyze a profile of a patient.

After gleaning all relevant information about

a case, the computer wqu c match the indi-

vidual's profile agcirs: he database. The fi-

nal diagnosis would always be made by a
flesh-and-blood physician, but that doctor

would be able to see the patent more clearly

and to attack ma aces as a problem both of

the body and the mind.

The day may also come when a patient

will be asked to talk for five minutes into a

microphone connected to a computer. A
doctor will then run a speech-analysis pro-

gram yielding a printout indicating the type

and intensity of emotional distress a person

is experiencing. The computer could help

analyze the synergy of other elements—die!,

personality, genetics, nealtny and unhealthy

habits—and allow a doctor to use risK-factcr

equations for sickness and health, The pro-

gram, for example, might declare that a per-

son stands a 5 percent higher than average
chance of developing a certain type of can-

cer in his lifetime.

While stress or depressior can be debili-

tating, neither is toxic in itself. How you cope
with stress makes an important difference.

This became clear in an experiment done at

Boston's Beth Israel Hospital and at Harvard

University. During the study, undergradu-

ates were given psychological tests and
were labeled good copers or poor copers.

Under stress poor copes eornpained more
about anxiety arc depression than the good
copers did. The difference oetween the two
groups was also reflected in their immune
systems. Blood tests showed poor copers
had less active immune cells, called natural

killer cells, than those who seemed'better
able to deal with life's stresses.

You can improve the attitude of a poor-

coper by encouraging him to feet in control

of a situation: As a step in that direction Uni-

versity of Ca-rorma psychiatrist Dr. Louis

Gottschalk devisee a systerr that assesses
a patient's emotional health, The procedure
is simple: The patient is asked to talk briefly—

five minutes—about an interesting or dra-

matic event in his life. The short talk is tape-

recorded, transcribed, and a transcript of it

is given to a trained "rater" to evaluate,

The rater sifts through the transcript and
looks for key words and phrases, which he
checks against a vocabulary rating scale.



assigning each a number. According to

Gotlschalk, someone trained to read these

emotional soliloquies can make detailed and

objective measurements of such states of

mind as anxiety and hostility. A well-trained

analyst can score scripts of human speech
"much as biochemical technicians are

trained to run various chemical determina-

tions," Gotlschalk says.

He has developed a version of his test that

measures hope. In trying out his interview

technique on 27 cancer patients undergo-

ing radiotherapy at Cincinnati General Hos-

pital, Gotlschalk found that those with the

higher "hope" scores also had higher sur-

vival rates. His hope-quotient test could be
used as easily with any patient.

Other researchers are anxious to reach

the next plateau: to maintain hope where it

exists, to stir it up where it is flagging, and to

instill it whenever possible. Currently Dr. Fred

Hencker, a professor of psychiatry at the

University of Arkansas, and his colleagues

are working on a hope-enhancement pro-

gram tor patients slated for heart surgery and

kidney transplants.

Before an operation the patient and his

family meet with the surgeon and stalf who
explain the details of the surgical proce-

dures and answer any questions the patient

has. Just this simple exchange helps to es-

tablish human contact between the surgical

team and the patient. After the operation the

hospital staff encourages the patient to do
as much for .himself as re reels able. The

message: Each patient is not someone who
is sick but someone who is getting well.

As. hospitals become sensitive to a pa-

tient's state of mind, they will pay closer at-

tention to other features of convalescence,

like the hospital room where a patient spends

most of his time. Roger Ulrich, a researcher

at the University of Delaware, studied the re-

covery of various patients who occupied one

floor of a Pennsylvania hospital. For eight

years he collected the health records of pa-

tients who came in for gallbladder surgery.

He kept track of the number of painkillers

and antianxiety pills each patient had taken

after the operation, the number of minor

postoperative complications experienced,

and the length of time each patient stayed

in the hospital.

At the end of the eight-year period Ulrich

divided the patients into two groups. The first

had a miserable view from their hospital

room: a bland, featureless brick wall. Ulrich

called these the wall-view patients. These
typically took more painkillers, had slightly

more postoperative complaints, and gener-

ally stayed in the hospital longer.

Ulrich called the second group the tree-

view group because their windows looked

out on a small stand of trees. They took fewer

painkillers, were described by the nurses as

having fewer complaints, and on the aver-

age went home from the hospital about a

.day and a half sooner than the wall-view

group did. A difference in the quality of health

was evident, and the view seemed to be part

of it. Ulrich mused thai maybe the people
who design future hospitals should pay more

attention to where they place their buildings,

and intangibles such as "the quality of pa-

tient window views."

Many subtle features of a hospital envi-

ronment can make their mark on the psyche,

and ultimately the body, of a patient. For that

reason Robert Ader predicts it may some-
day be possible to do with humans what he

did with his rats—condition the immune sys-

tem. The pretranspiant exercise described

earlier is a step in that direction and is based
on other animal experiments. At the Ontario

Cancer Institute Canadian researchers ap-

plied Ader's conditioning to animals receiv-

ing transplants.

First researchers performed several gen-

uine skin transplants from one mouse to an-

other. Because the transplanted skin was
foreign tissue, the animal's immune system
mobilized to reject it. After a series of these

operations, researchers made all the prep-

arations for surgery—anesthetizing the ani-

mals, wrapping their bodies in bandages

—

but they stopped short ol surgery. Even so,

the animals' immune systems still reacted as

though a transplant had been done. They
had been conditioned by the ritual sur-

rounding the surgery,

Conditioning may play a role in all medical

procedures. And as Ader puts it, "Since the

conditioning is there already when you ad-
minister medicine, why not use it?" For ex-

ample, cancer patients receiving chemo-
therapy have long sulfered a conditioned

response called anticipatory nausea and
vomiting. One of the side effects of treat-

ment with anticancer drugs can be severe.

Very often anything associated with the

treatment sets oil nausea stacks. For some,
it's the smell of the alcohol pads used to swab
the skin in preparation for intravenous injec-

tions. For others the feeling of nausea
sweeps over them as they pull into the hos-

pital parking lot. For still others, the mere sight

of the person treating them can trigger it.

One patient was shopping in a supermarket,

rounded the corner, and came face to face

with the oncologist who had been treating

her. Her reaction: She threw up.

Adersuggesls put ling Ibis uowerful force

to positive use. At an oncology clinic in the

future, a chemotherapy patient would
undergo specia "/airing the training Ader's

rats received. Doctors would administer

gradually diminishing doses of a cancer-

fighting drug along with increasing amounts
of a harmless substance, perhaps a candy
mint. Over time the patient's system would
associate the flavor with the effects of the

drug. Ideally, the doctor could eventually re-

duce the chemotherapy dose and supple-

ment it with the mints. In this way a physician

could obtain the same medical results while

using smaller doses of a drug.

A patient whose body had rejected one
transplant attempt could use a variation of

that strategy, similar to the one employed by

the man mentioned at the beginning of this

story. The challenge in his case is not con-
ditioning but coLin:urcordiiioning. Just as the

CONTINUED ON PAGE 112
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Brain-eating cannibals of the New Guinea

rain forests and a deadly, mind-

destroying disease sent this microbe hunter

on a quest that won him a Nobet

prize. Today he stalks mysterious nervous-

system cripplers and the AIDS virus

iniTERV/IEUU

The home of Daniel Carleton Gajdusek is a Ihree-story co-

lonial thai was a Civil War Union Army outpost. It-sits on

a knoll overlooking Frederick. Maryland. Fruit trees, fields,

and an Olympic-size swimming pool adorn its hundred-odd acres.

Inside, a dozen of Gajduseks adopted children are playing. Sev-

eral New Guinea boys cut one another's hair while listening to a

Doors tape on their portable stereo. After some children cook din-

ner, it begins to snow, and the children, who have never before

seen snow, bundle up and run outside, forgetting only their shoes.

Carleton Gajdusek himself was an unconventional and preco-

cious child. When he was a boy in Yonkers.JMew York, where he

was born in 1923, he stenciled 13 names from Paul De Kruif's

chronicle of pioneering bacteriologists, The Microbe Hunters, on

the stairs leading to his attic laboratory—illustrious predecessors

he would follow in his relentless pursuit of deadly, mind-destroying

viruses. Years later Sir Frank Macfarlane Burnet, the Australian im-

munologist and Nobel laureate, described Gajdusek as a near-

genius with the emotional maturity of a fifteen-year-old. "He is

completely self-centered, thick-skinned, and inconsiderate but

equally won't let danger, physical difficulty, or other people's feel-

ings interfere in the least with what he wants to do. He apparently

has no interest in women but an almost obsessional interest in

children, none whatsoever in clothes or cleanliness; and he can
live cheerfully in a slum or grassy hut." Add to that an almost path-

ological aversion to the press and the fact that he has single-hand-

edly raised 34 children from primitive Micronesian and Mew Gui-

nean villages, and a rough picture emerges of a man who has

taken life to the freak level of intellect and action.

Gajdusek's education included the University of Rochester and
Harvard Medical School, with clinical training at Columbia Pres-
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'•The Nobel isn't

that much money. Almost

any medical

specialist can make that

much just by
quitting my lab andjoining

a medical group

practice for one year3

byterian Medical Center in New York City,

Cincinnati Children's Hospital, and Chil-

dren's Hospital in Boston. At twenty-five,

Gajdusek was appointed a Senior Fellow of

the National Research Council at the Cali-

fornia Institute of Technology, and about a
year later, in 1949, was appointed Research
Fellow at Harvard and a Senior Fellow at the

National Foundation for Infantile Paralysis.

After investigating infectious and child-

hood diseases in Europe, South and Central

America, and Asia, Gajdusek joined Mac-
farlane Burnet in Melbourne. Australia, where
he concentrated on virus genetics and auto-

immunity. While he continued his studies of

child development, behavior, and disease

patterns in primitive cultures, he worked
among the aborigines and the Melanesian

peoples of New Guinea and New Britain.

On his second trip to New Guinea, in 1957.

Gajdusek met Vin Zigas, a local doctor who
introduced him to kuru, a battling nervous-

system disease that was epidemic among
the Fore, a cannibal tribe of the Highlands.

What followed was a story of medical detec-
tive work worthy of Sherlock Holmes. As
Gajdusek and his small group plumbed the

mysteries of kuru, it became apparent that

this virus had extraordinary properties: A
seemingly infectious disease, kuru pro-

duced no immune response in its victims and
could lie dormant for upward of several de-
cades before its symptoms fatally ravaged
its "host. The Fore victims were eventually

unable to stand and usually died within a
year of their iirst symptoms, their brains

scoured by lesions.

During his investigation Gajdusek had to

contend with the superstitions, cannibalism,

and almost indecipherable languages of the

Fore and ten other cultural and linguistic

groups that were afflicted with kuru. There
were also rainy seasons, poisonous flora and
fauna, inadequate medical supplies and
equipment, and the constant pressure of the

Australian medical establishment to replace

him with one of its own. But he pressed on,

often performing autopsies with the "help"

of the victims' relatives. He compensated
them for the disruptions in their traditional

mortuary practices with such trade items as

blankets, matches, knives, and axes. He
packed off kuru-ridden brains and organ
samples to Melbourne and to the National

Institutes of Health (NIH) in Bethesda, Mary-
land, for analyses. Gajdusek wrote: "Kuru is

a most difficult thing to abandon; it is almost
too good a problem."

In 1958 Gajdusek returned to the United

States to become chief of a section studying
child growth and development disease pat-

terns in primitive cultures, at NIH's National

Institute of Neurological Disease and Blind-

ness. There he attempted to transmit kuru to

small lab animals and chimpanzees. William

Hadlow, a veterinarian who devoted his life

to trying to elucidate the pathogenesis of

scrapie (an infectious nervous-system dis-

ease common to sheep.and similar to kuru),

suggested to Gajdusek the possibility of very

prolonged incubation periods in animals in-

oculated with bacteria-free, homogenized

brain tissue from kuru victims. The chimps
contracted it after about two years of incu-

bation: so kuru was indeed transmissible.

This finding was the linchpin in proving that

these diseases could lie dormant for long

periods and could cause chronic noninflam-

matory disease in man. Slow virus infections

are now held accountable for such degen-
erative diseases of the central nervous sys-

tem as Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease (CJD,
which killed choreographer George Balan-

chine): some other presenile dementias;

slow, delayed, and rubella encephalopa-
thies (brain diseases)—and also AIDS. It was
for this research on the origin and develop-
ment of these diseases—proving they are

infectious—that Gajdusek was awarded the

Nobel prize in medicine or physiology in

1976. He is now chief of the Laboratory of

Central Nervous System Studies (including

the Laboratory of Slow, Latent and Temper-
ate Virus Infections) at NIH.

Gajdusek is also nearly impossible to keep
up with, let alone pin down. He is invariably

on a field trip to New Guinea, delivering a
lecture in Toronto, or attending a conference
in Paris, Bombay, or Beijing, After a long
chase and lying in wait for him in a Washing-
ton. DC, hotel, interviewer Bill Moseley fi-

nally received a call announcing that the vi-

rologist could spare a few hours that

afternoon. Moseley tore out to Fort Detrick

in Frederick, Maryland, the Army base that

houses the National Cancer Institute—the

Frederick Cancer Research Facility. Soon
Gajdusek walked into the office, accom-
panied by one of his New Guinean sons, who
stood during the entire interview. The ses-

sion, attended by his extended family, con-
cluded after dinner at Gajdusek's home.

Later Moseley realized that he'd forgotten

to ask one question: Did he think that the

virus responsible for AIDS was "evil"? In re-

sponse to Moseley's letter. Gajdusek wrote,

in part: "Your question, from my point of view,

is incomprehensible and to some extent

sadly amusing. I see the plagues and afflic-

tions of mankind mostly as the inevitability of

the natural consequence of the 'order of

things'—animate and inaminate. Overpopu-
lation, vast famines and starvation, even war
and holocaust I tend to look at as I do tidal

waves, earthquakes, glaciation, and other

geophysical and astronomical events, with

no real moral judgment as to how they affect

people favorably or unfavorably. I have never

considered [that] the concepts of good or

evil had anything to do with the occurrence
of these phenomena.

I have preferred to look

for their causes and outcomes in the inevi-

table lack of commensurability of the neu-

robiological structure of man and the erratic

biological and geophysiological pressures
he is exposed to. We need to place no credit

or blame on the 'awesome order' that has
resulted from 'chaos in the universe.'

"

Omni: How would you describe the press

coverage on kuru?

Gajdusek: It wasn't so bad, but nobody in

science would ever have called it "laughing

death." Much to my horror, Public Health



Service politicians in Papua New Guinea,

gave the manuscripts on kuru to reporters

before they were to come oul in medical

journals. Our reports talked a lot about eu-

phoria and risiS sardonicus, which happens
in tetanus; victims are often caught with a

fixed grimace, apparently grinning. Well, kuru

doesn't quite cause a risus sardonicus. The

same part of the brain is involved but in a

different way. You smile and can't relax it.

and it is slow in disappearing— it's like a
telephone ringing after you hang it up and
you want it to be quiet. Or when you try to

frown, you smile instead—the brain circuitry

that should have turned on a Irown turns on

This pathological laughter isn't a major part

of kuru. but laughing death was a million-

dollar journalistic term. It made headlines

overnight. We were disturbed by that.

Omni: Didn't the publicity help raise more

money for your work?

Gajdusek: No. We had more money than we
had scientists willing to work. We never had
financial problems in the bush, where there's

no need for currency. Our problem was po-

litical interference. Suppose we've been
working in Southeast Asia, Asia, and Oceania

and no one in government objects. When
The Times of London says Gajdusek was
talking about NIH work in a certain country.

that item gets clipped by the country's em-
bassy. They send it to the foreign ministry.

There's a national inquiry. Now. what the hell

are the Americans doing in our country? they

ask. As long as the world doesn't know it, it's

not politically dangerous to people in power.

Omni: Is there any value, then, in the press?

Gajdusek: I read outdated press exten-

sively— all the things I claim I don't read. I

love picking up a 1930 New Yorker. I respect

newswriting as a comment and insight into

a culture. But to play a ridiculous game of

waiting for the next chapter is like reading

War and Peace in installments by an anon-

ymous author who has little likelihood ol

being a Tolstoy or Dostoyevski. That's despi-

cable, Right now, if you showed me a Time

or Life magazine about the original Khomei-

ni takeover, I'd read it. Speaking some Farsi.

having worked in Iran, and having housed
many Iranians. I would look at these events

historically and ethnographically in the per-

spective of my current knowledge.

All creative scientists have new ideas and
data that they work through every day. Ollen.

after many experiments and preliminary

progress reports, analyses, or laboratory

trials, they are no more sure of their final con-

clusions than a composer who is one third

finished with a work. Is there a composer on

the face of the earth who would want to show
any bit of an unfinished work to anyone but

a tew chosen friends and critics? Or want it

publicly performed before he finished it?

If anyone wished to destroy a work of mu-
sic or painting at its inception, all he'd have

to do is come in every day and ask the artist

for a picture of how"he's coming along. I've

never met an artist or composer who wouldn't

give up the goddamned masterwork or

smash it, Picasso was conned into doing a
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picture [publicly] lor Joan Cocteau. I think.

created on glass. Picasso made it after the

war. when he had been living wilh Franeoise

Gilot in the south of France. He was painting

dozens of pictures of her— her breasts, rear

end, and thighs. They were sketches of her.

and then he'd change them into a fawn, an

owl, a cat, or" satyr. He could have had his

arms tied, stood on his head in a dark cbset.

and with his toes produced a woman's breast

and made it into an owl. It's like somebody
saying. "Oh dear me. I wonder if I can dive.

I've not been practicing at all." Then "by ac-

cident" he goes up and does an incredible

Olymp c high flip and says. "Gee. wasn't that

good luck?" You know damned well he's

been practicing for days. You get yourself so

damned perfect at it you can do it while

you're drunk. The real style of it is to make
believe you don't practice, to pretend it all

comes naturally. There's never been a

sportsman who had that ease, never an art-

ist who could perform exquisitely wilhout

working li*e hell.

Omni: When do you think a child ceases

being a child?

Gajdusek: When you can't bat him around

and still get a smile from him. Children are

very resilient; adolescents have very little re-

silience. They're generally offended by any

slight. They may become too self-conscious

to watch a thing lor itself, see the humor in

themselves Prepubertal or early-pubertal

kids can be more ob|ective than adoles-

cents. There's a period of midadolescence

when the only thing that concerns you is you.

not the world, not other people. There's no

problem taking care of kids by the dozens

between the perinatal period and puberty.

But when they start getting into midadoles-

cence they all need to be frozen for ten years

colore they become human again.

Omni: How many children have you raised?

Gajdusek: I ve brought back thirty-fourto the

United States under legal adoption. In my
earlier days with remote and primitive pop-

ulations, I
couldn't afford to bring them to

America. I've never been a foundation and
never "incorporated " I've just gone out to

raise a family. The growth has simply been

possible because of the good fortune of

winning several prizes. The more money I

got, the more kids. I've educated more than

twice this number in New Guinea or the Can
oline Islands, children to whom I'm equally

committed. I see them every year. Most of

these kids at the table are the sons and
daughters ot my traditionally adopted kids

who weren't brought here.

Omni: Did you donate your Nobel prize to

build a school in New Guinea?

Gajdusek; No, the Nobel isn't that much
money. It went up the year I got it. but now,

with mostly two or three people sharing it. it

amounts to eighty to ninety thousand dol-

lars. Almost any medical specialist can make
that just by quitting my laboratory and join-

ing a medical group practice tor one year.

Omni: Weren't you ever afraid of contracting

the diseases of these primitive cultures?

Gajdusek: Long before I worked with them I

worked in the laboratory with rabies, polio-



myelitis, viral encephalitides [cerebral dis-

eases causing seizures, possibly coma and
death], hemorrhagic fevers, and the plague.

There is no cure for rabies or viral ence-

phafilides. I've worked all my professional

life in laboratories on highly infectious agents.

In the war years the Russians brought us

slrains of Russian spring-summer enceph-
alitis and hemorrhagic fever viruses.

You might say that we slopped them
around in the laboratory in those years, yet

not one person even got infected. If you know
what you're doing, you and others are safe.

It's like asking people who build high build-

ings how often they fall off or gel pushed off.

It's a funny guestion.

On the matter of fully guaranteed safety:

. It's like the phenomenon of the Palisades on

the Hudson River. For miles there's no fence.

Anyone could step over and they're dead.

Now, if teenagers who were having fights with

their parents, kids flunking exams, and adults

in bankruptcy began running to the Pali-

sades and jumping off, some damned fools

would want to put fences up, probably with

lights and night guards on them. It's like the

craze of the American public about the

Golden Gate Bridge. Some say ten people
a year jump off it, some say hundreds. Mo
one knows how many really do, and some
people think it's important to count or look. I

wouldn't waste one cent, even if it were for

my son, my mother, my father, or me. Who
the hell cares? For anyone who's rational,

depressed, or demented enough to go way
out there to commit suicide, I'd have a ramp
for their wheelchairs, small steps for kids,

assistance booths, and little signs along the

way saying, leave your wallets here for

CHARITY. IF YOU HAVE ANY FURTHER NOTES OR
LETTERS, DROP THEM HERE AND THEY WILL BE
delivered.

I would have a little elevator to help

them over,

As a doctor I am awed by human life, but,

Jesus Christ, when people are rational

enough to know they want to end it, I'd help

them! Why spend a penny trying to stop them
at such a reasonable suicide place as a

bridge? It's better to have them jump from

there instead of from an apartment house
onto your head.

Omni: How did you get the Fore to abandon
their ritual consumption of the dead?
Gajdusek: I never did.

Omni: From your first encounter with kuru

you believed it was infectious, isn't that right?

That il was transmitted by cannibalism?

Gajdusek: Yes. But even a drunk could come
to the conclusion that a disease that's epi-

demic to cannibals is transmittable by eat-

ing the dead. There was an old miner, a
character right out of a Joseph Conrad novel.

He was one of the first outsiders in the high-

lands of New Guinea, the kuru region. He
was dying of his malaria— blackwater fe-

ver—when I met him post-World War II. He
had never noticed kuru, but he began hear-

ing about it from Vin Zigas, the doctor at

Kainantu who "treated the local New Gui-

neansandall outsiders.

When I lirst came out of the kuru area after

three or four months there, Zigas and I went
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to have a beer al the only bar in Kainantu. It

was like something out of Abilene, Texas, in

1901:, lots of boasting, lying, and drinking

—

and talk about that "funny young doctor" who
was staying in the south with the cannibals

with that funny disease. This drunken old

miner jumped up, looked at me, and burst

out laughing and screaming. "I see they've

got you," he said, knocking over a chair,

beers, pushing people out of the way. "Don't

you bastards come near me! I don't want to

catch the disease the cannibals are spread-

ing by eating each other."

Doing autopsies we discovered that the

Fore liked to watch and even assist, espe-

cially if it were their mother, father, sister,

brother, son, or daughter. They liked to put

their hands in, since they always dissected

the bodies themselves. This destroyed our

sterile field, got the tissues contaminated.

They had no fear or reluctance to look at the

brains or intestines of their kin. They always

dissected their relatives with love and tender

care and interest. They only objected to our

^Doing
autopsies we discovered

that the Fore

liked to watch, especially

if it were

their mother, father, son, or

daughter. They

liked to put their hands m3

doing autopsies in seclusion and preventing

the family-members from participating. Their

hands were very dirty. We tried putting sur-

gical gloves on some of the fathers and hus-

bands, but they would rub their noses with

the gloves.

We began doing the autopsies quasi-

publicly. The only reason it wasn't totally

public was in deference to an occasional

patrol officer or electrical engineer trying to

set up a new generator for us. The European
who'd never seen a postmortem couldn't

quite understand such "barbarism" be-
cause he wouldn't want to watch the dead
body of his mother carved up.

We didn't have gloves ourselves at first and
were very careful to wash. Our great fear of

touching the organs amused them. When-
ever we treated them for their yaws [skin le-

sions], ulcers, and leprosy we tried to tell

them to avoid touching the lesions because
.they were infectious. Knowing it was all

caused by their own magic and sorcery, they

didn't believe one bit of this. But as we be-

gan curing infections miraculously, espe-
cially yaws, with penicillin, and a few cases
of leprosy with newer drugs, all the kids who
were working with us began avoiding yaws

and leprosy and started using soap and
washing just like we did.

Omni: So you weren't part of the group that

convinced the Fore to stop eating their rel-

atives' brains and stop rubbing their bodies

with brain tissue?

Gajdusek: No. We told them we had no ob-

jection to their mortuary cannibalism, which
expressed love for their dead relatives, al-

though the government and missionaries did.

It provided a good source of protein for a

meat-starved community.
Omni: But didn't you think kuru was spread
that way?
Gajdusek: Before we even saw it Vin Zigas

and I thought it was an infection, that it would
turn out to be another form of leprosy, syphi-

lis, or encephalitis. But further study showed
no evidence of infection: no fever, no inflam-

mation, no peripheral white-blood-cell re-

sponse, no change in cerebrospinal fluid.

Our neuropathological, neuropsychologi-

cal, biochemical, and immunological stud-

ies all indicated it wasn't infectious. We dis-

covered it wasn't a microbe. We knew this

by 1959. That left us in a quandary. The ep-

idemiology first made it look enormously like

an infection, but close analysis forced us to

the opposite conclusion. This situation of a

paradox in science— contradictory find-

ings, where you know what the answer
should be but isn't—that's where all new dis-

coveries come from. [Later still, after Gaj-

dusek had run animal tests in the United

States, he came to the conclusion that kuru

was transmissible.— Ed.] We had originally

assumed it was infectious, and as it turned

out we had the right answer to start with.

But even today we aren't sure kuru is

passed by eating the brain. With leprosy, for

instance, we still don't know whether the ba-

cillus enters the urethra, the rear end, nose,

mouth—with the fingers scratching or rub-

bing the eyes or nose—or through contam-
inated food. Contact with eyes, nose, and
skin is a much more certain way of getting

infected than eating the virus. Only rarely can
we produce kuru in monkeys, never in chim-

panzees, infected orally with millions of in-

fectious units. In the cannibalism ritual, hold-

ing brain tissue, getting it on hands, and
scratching mosquito bites or scabies is a
much more likely method of inoculation.

Since they rarely washed their hands and
often picked their noses and rubbed their

eyes, this is undoubtedly how they got it.

Omni: Why has the incidence of cannibal-

ism among the Fore dropped so drastically?

Gajdusek: The Fore stopped opening the

Pandora's box of the brain case and smear-
ing vast quantities of infected brain tissue

around. They abandoned their ritual canni-

balism because they wanted to do what
government and missionaries preached,
since the society these outsiders came from

meant steel tools, airplanes, and radios.

Cannibalism caused the release of the vi-

rus by opening the skull. There's no virus

outside of the sick patient: no virus in the

milk, urine, feces, saliva, or tears of the pa-

tient dying of kuru. It's not naturally se-

creted. Once the cranium is opened, the vi-
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When beasts take drugs to

race or relax, things get zooey

m
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Los Angeles Police Department reported

that Larry had become an animal after tak-

ing a mind-altering drug.

li drugs turn men to beasts, how do ani-

mals handle their highs? Most people be-

lieve the answer is best illustrated by car-

toons. In 1950, for instance, Donald Duck
was shown hallucinating from a broken bot-

tle of ether and crashing his car into a fire

hydrant. After another cartoon car crash in

1951, a medicine man gave Donald peyote

tea that put him in a coma for six weeks. The
alcohol that spilled into Dumbo's water got

him so drunk he saw pink elephants. Wile E.

Coyote overdosed on a high-speed tonic

while trying to catch the elusive Road Run-

ner. Bugs Bunny, Porky Pig, Woody Wood-
pecker, Friiz the Cat, and other characters

have had -animated highs with everything

from marijuana to psychedelics.

These images seem too human to be any-

Ihing but parodies of our own intoxications.

After all, scientists have long insisted that

Homo sapiens is alone in the use of psy-

choactive drugs. Animals may get addicted

to drugs in laboratories, but. notion has it,

that situation is forced.

Recent ethologic.al studies, however, have

confirmed that animals in Iheir natural habi-

tats do indeed use drugs. Ducks forage a

variety of narcotic plants. Elephants get

playfully drunk on fermented fruit. Pigs are

fond of marijuana and other psychoactive

weeds. And birds consume the stupefying

neclars of flowers. When given a choice of

literally thousands of plant drugs in nature,

animals select' the same types of sub-

stances regularly consumed by humans.

I
first became aware of animal intoxication

about a decade ago, while working .as a re-

search psyche pharmacologist at UCLAs
School of Medicine. One of my goals back

then was studying drug use among the In-

dians of Mexico and South America. And I

spent weeks following Indians into the jun-

gles while they collected their plant speci-

mens. During these expeditions two things

puzzled me. First, the Indians seemed to

have an uncanny ability to locate psycho-
active plants. And second, many of the plants

they used seemed to have been nibbled by

animals. I speculated that animals were
leading Ihe Indians to chemically active

plants. Furthermore, I reasoned, these same
animals were probably getting intoxicated.

My theory was s'rengtncnec' ir 1979, when
I discovered a shard from an ancient ce-

ramic bowl in the Peruvian Andes. A paint-

ing on the piece depicted two llamas
munching on a branch of coca leaves. Sev-

eral Indians were pointing a! the llamas and
reaching for the leaves wrh open hands and
mouths. I had found a record of coca's dis-

covery by early Andeans, who watched ihe

frisky llamas and then sampled the stimulat-

ing leaves themselves.

As I investigated further, I discovered that

thestory on the shard was not the only one.

One legend, dating back to a.d. 900, de-

scribes'an Abyssinian herder who found that

"Our distinguished guest refutes the allegation that there is no longer

room in modern business fni the sei'-made man!"

his animals became energl/ed after eating

the bright red fruit of a tree that was later

named coffee. A shepherd in Yemen alleg-

edly watched his goats run wild after chew-
ing on certain leaves, thus discovering the

amphetaminelike stimulant known as qat.

And in tropical Asia legends described birds

that became strangely quiet after visiting

rauwoliia trees. As a result, an Indian psy-

chiatrist isolated the tranquilizer reserpine,

which revolutionized the treatment of the

mentally ill.

The number and consistency of these ac-

counts finally convinced me that animal in-

toxication was a universal, totally natural

phenomenon. So I gave my research
teams—already studying human use of nat-

ural psychoactive agents—yet another goal.

They would investigate ancient ;aies of ani-

mal intoxication by making careful obser-

vations of their own.

Our teams still relied on the age-old ob-

servational approach o
:

:he Indians. But the

researchers also had at the r disposal an ar-

senal of futuristic techniques. To study ani-

mal behavior, they used electronic tracking

devices, night-viewing came 'as, and audio-

tape recorders. They analyzed the data with

computers in the lab. And to trace the con-

sumption and metabolism of substances,

they labeled plants with radioactive markers

and performed blood and urine tests far

days, weeks, and months after ingestion. Fi-

nally, since drug metabolites remain per-

manently embedded In hair, my researchers

obtained extensive samples of animal fur,

They could thus trace patterns of drug

ingestion to within a billionth of a gram for

years, even decades, back.

It didn't take my teams long to confirm

legends from the past—twentieth-century
animals interact with drug plants as fre-

quently as their ancestors did in a.d. 900. But

when our fieldwork was combined with find-

ings in ethology and plant defensive chem-
istry, broader implications emerged. For one
thing, we found that plants produce many of

the stronger, more intoxicating substances

to keep animals away. Most of these sub-

stances are poten alkaloids known as sec-

ondary compounds, so named because they

serve no primary metabolic function for

plants. When ingested, toxic secondary
compounds will eventually inhibit protein

digestion and enzyme activity, cause liver

lesions, or become teratogenic, affecting re-

production and heredity. These substances

taste bitter and include a wide range of ef-

fects including nausea, vomiting, and death.

My observers found that most animals with

good sensory systems will pucker and spit

after a single taste. Tagged rodents in the

Mexican desert, for instance, nibbled at the

peyote cactus; but once the bitter alkaloid

mescaline was tasted, the animals never

showed up again.

Despite such powerful prohibitions, ethol-

ogists have learned the startling reason why
some animals continue to pursue bad inter-

actions with plants: For them, the costs of

intoxication are simply overruled by desir-

able effects.



One reason for animal intoxication, for in-

stance, was illustrated in my experiments

with Marty Mouse, who consumed mari-

juana for its nutritive value. 1 first met Marty

in 1974, after the San Jose police found him

eating his way through kilos of grass stored

in a vault containing drugs ranging from am-
phetamines to narcotics. After Marty's cap-

ture—and in defiance of the Free Marty Fan
Club— I brought him to my lab at UCLA,

I
soon learned that Marty readily ate mar-

ijuana seeds, which are rich in edible oils yet

low in psychoactive cannabinoids. Not sur-

prisingly, the seeds failed to change Marty's

behavior. But Marty also ate the more intox-

icating marijuana leaves, shunned by most
other animals. Moreover, he ate the leaves

even when normal lab chow was available.

As it turned out, the leaves affected Marty's

behavior, First he became quiet and with-

drawn, then irritable and aggressive. His

head frequently twitched, a sign of dizzi-

ness and hallucinations. He slept more, yet

vigorously bred with lab mouse Mary Jane.

Despite the side effects, it's clear that

Marty turned on for survival. According to

UCLA psychologist John Garcia, an expert

in animal learning, the palatability of any drug

is increased when it is followed by nutritious

aftereffects. Marty may not have liked the

initial taste of marijuana, but in the San Jose
vault if was the least bitter and most nutri-

tious substance available, sustaining him with

proteins, sugars, amino acids, calories, and
a viiamin or two. As a result of his stay in the

vault, he'd acquired a fasre for marijuana.

His later addiction to the drug merely fol-

lowed his quest for nutrition,

According to Garcia,' other animals follow

this pattern as well, While still in the womb,
the koala grows accustomed to pungent eu-

calyptus leaves, full of germicidal oils,

soothing anesthetic—and toxic prussic acid.

And North American animals forced to sur-

vive temporarily on locoweed become ad-

dicted to the befuddling plant, seeking it out

even when more appropriate food sources

become available.

When regular food is plentiful, of course,

it becomes uneconomical to rely on psycho-

active plants for nutrition. So animals in the

game of survival use drugs for other rea-

sons as well.

In the mountains of Sikkim in northeastern

India, for instance, weary horses eagerly

consume bitter tea leaves. And when our

pack donkeys in Mexico seemed particu-

larly overworked, they deliberately grazed
on wild tobacco. For both horses and don-

keys, the benefits of stimulation oversha-

dowed the discomfort of twitching, trem-

bling, and diarrhea.

Another example of drug use in the ani-

mal kingdom comes from ethologist Eugene
Marais, who lived among the African ba-

boons. Marais found that while free-ranging

baboons suck the flowers of wild tobacco,

they avoid the leaves that contain most of

the nicotine. Captive baboons, on the other

hand, "beg for tobacco and eat or chew it

^N^Ak

"Do you realize you could be in a nice warm lab right now, relaxing in

dry, clean cage, with nothing to do all day but smoke marijuana?"

with all the zesl ci a long-esiabfshed habit."

Why do baboons avoid tobacco leaves in

the wild yet crave them in captivity? Marais

says that the caged apes, in accordance with

their innate drive for survival, are attempting

to alleviate the depression and despair of life

in captivity.

Researchers attribute similar motivation to

other captive animals as well. Recent stud-

ies show that captive monkeys, parrots, and
Syrian hamsters will eat tobacco, even to Ihe

point of suppressing their natural fear of fire

and smoke. Any animal that has evolved

some degree of mental awareness, con-

cludes Marais, would find the habitual use

of intoxicants to be "a universal remedy for

the pain of consciousness."

If Marais is correct, sentient animals may
be predisposed to the use of opium, the

quintessential remedy for pain, often re-

ferred to as the flower of joy. Indeed, captive

and domesticated animals ranging from
monkeys to dogs have been known to ac-

tively pursue opium smoke. Cows have oc-

casionally eaten opium poppies. Writer and
opium smoker Jean Cocteau observed that

domesticated animals tend to form a "circle

of ecstasy-" around human users. And ac-

cording to the late wildlife photographer Ivan

Tors, when human armies were fighting in

Cambodia, free-ranging water buffalo and
antelope increased their normal browsing of

opium poppies, wolfing down addicting

amounts. After the poppy season, the ani-

mals displayed agitation and convulsions,

sure signs of withdrawal.

Whether in the stress of battle or the de-
spair of captivity, sentient beings are cheered

by a little flower. But the most common ani-

mal addiction comes from alcohol—the in-

toxicant most frequently used by humans.
The stress of competitive feeding among
migrating birds is so intense, for example,

that they gorge themselves on fermented
berries. Drunk, disoriented, and overweight,

they then dive-bomb into buildings and cars.

Squirrels and birds living near noisy airports

will readily intoxicate themselves on fer-

mented fruit supplied by researchers.

The animal drunk that most intrigued our

group, though, was the African elephant, a

mammal strongly attracted to the odor of

ripening mgongo, doum, and marula fruit.

We found that when elephants arrived late

for the feast, the fruit had usually fermented
to a 7 percent alcohol solution. These late-

arriving elephants faced the stress of com-
petitive feeding with other savanna beasts
that prized the fruit, and intoxication resulted

from gluttony. (Conversely, Asian elephants

in Malaysia escaoe such caugalug contests

by picking ripening fruit from the trees be-

fore it falls in the reach of other animals.)

Stress from increased herd density or

hunting may also lead elephants to drunken
binges. In 1974 a herd of 150 elephants broke

into an illegal distillery in West Bengal and
snorted gallons of moonshine. They reeled

and staggered through 20 village huts and
seven concrete buildings, injuring 17 hu-

mans and killing 5.

Recent experiments in a spacious Califor-
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Above, lo's volcanoes,

first viewed by the Voyager 1

probe, spew fountains

and rivers of molten sulfur

while Jupiter hangs
in the sky. At right, Saturn is

depicted trom Tethys as

the planet appears from the

'$ fiftieth latitude.

In
the United States, where space

technology makes its home, many artists

have turned their eyes to the heavens,

But in Japan, there is only one master of

space art: Kazuaki Iwasaki. For the past

30 years Iwasaki has been combining

Japanese tradition with American-style

individualism. In a land where art is learned

at the feel of the aging masters, Iwasaki

laught himself painting and graphic design.

When he was thirteen his watercolors

won first prize in a local contest.

Bui then the unexpected happened: A
meteorite fell into his parents' garden.

Iwasaki took the rare occurrence as an

omen directing his attention to Ihe stars. It

was an incident out of Eastern myth, and it

shaped his life.

He has been a professional graphic and

industrial designer since the age of twenty-

three, and his packaging and product

designs have won many prizes. Yet he has

found time to turn out some 1,200 paint-

ings, most of them depicting the cosmos.

(The remaining works deal with man's other

frontier, the sea.) His space art has won
him the most fame.

Iwasaki considers science more crucial

than his own artistry. Shortly after the

fateful meteor fall, he began working on

road crews to raise enough money for

parts to build his first telescope. Today he

researches his paintings with his personally

designed 65-centimeter reflector, which

is said to be among the finest in Japan,

BY OWEN DAVES

CELESTIAL

DIARY
Inspired by an

omen that dropped from the sky,

Japan's master

artist looks to hard science,

as well as the

stars, for his majestic renderings



QWhen a meteor fell into his parents' garden, Iwasaki saw an omen guiding him to the stars.?*

"The telescope is among (he most inflexible oi scientific instru-

ments," he says. "It shows us reality as it is."

Capturing that reality is a prime interest. "I hardly ever paint

science fiction," he declares. "I am a scientific artist and have

neither a taste lor, nor a belief in, science fiction. The telescope

reveals a world far more overwhelming than anything in fiction."

Iwasaki's passion for scientific accuracy has superseded even

economic concerns. He has, for example, never released a paint-

ing for sale, When new research and observation shows that one

Clockwise irom top

lett:NGC 5128, a globular

cluster, is veiled by dust

clouds; interstellar gas streaks

an imaginary view of

deep space; Saturn as seen
Irom Rhea; Saturn's rings

as Iwasaki envisioned them -

belore the Voyager visits,



Clockwise from left: A red
giant sun and nearby
'siar cluster are seen from a

hypothetical planet;

meteorites bombard a young
moon; dust and gas
drill through space; a ringed

planet condenses
from primordial matter,

of his images contains a mistake, he wants the work close al hand
so that he can change it. He has altered many paintings. In this

dedication, he is classically Japanese. Even his choice of paint

reflects this dedication: He uses only watercolors because he feels

they give more detail than oils. Yet Iwasaki has exchanged one of

his works for a painting by Chesley Bonestell. the ninety-eight-

year-old American dean of space art. While in his teens, Iwasaki

studied Bonestell's works and hoped one day to be known as the

Bonestell of Japan. It is a goal that he has finally achieved. DO

6/ have no taste for science fiction. The world a telescope reveals is far more overwhelming.^



can arise. Minsky says thai it's just these

kinds of basic processes that are at the heart

of all computation, be it human, machine, or

ex iraterrest rial'.

So far, each of these machines has had

just one state, meaning one set of instruc-

tions for all possible inputs. Bui Turing ma-

chines rapidly become more complex as the

number of inputs increases. We could, for

example, add a slash (/) and an asterisk (')

to tfie list ol tape symbols; or we could in-

crease the number and complexity of trie

machine's instructions, thereby increasing its

states. For example, a more complex in-

struction would be: II there is a slash, leave

an asterisk, move right, and apply instruc-

tion number live.

By amplifying ihoao symbols and instruc-

tions in just the right way, it wouldn't be long

before we had created a universal Turing

machine, one whose behavior patterns were

so complex that it could simulate the behav-

ior of any other machine. Whereas the sim-

ple Turing machines don't exist except on

paper, universal ones do— in the form of

. electronic digital computers. A suitably pro-

grammed, modern computer with enough

memory can simulate the behavior of any

other machine.

Minsky asked himself. Ifa universal Turing

machine can simninia ;<.nvi!iing. why can'! it

simulate an alien':: inidlocP He decided that

it can. Together with colleague Daniel Bob-

row, who is a researcher in artificial intelli-

gence at the Xerox Research Center in Palo

Alto, California, Minsky reproduced the be-

haviors of all possible machines. That's an-

other way ol saying that they simulated all

possible thought processes, including, of

course, those of extraterrestrials.

"What we found," Minsky says, "is that the

first few thousand such machines showed
just a lew distinct kinds of behaviors. Some
of them just stopped. Many just erased their

input data. Most got trapped in circles, re-

peating the same steps over and over."

But as Minsky and Bobrow continued their

search, they found that a few of their ma-
chines did something new. "Every one of the

remaining few that did anything interesting

at all did the same thing." Minsky says. "Each

of them performed a sorl of counting oper-

ation: They increased by one the length of a

string of symbols and repeated that. They

were little counting machines."

Minsky says that these little "counting ma-
chines" were performing arithmetic. "Any

entity that searches through the simplest

processes," he concludes, "will soon be
doing something that doesn't just resemble

arithmetic, it will be arithmetic."

This means that the language of mathe-

matics—and the physical sciences that go
with it— is not just provincial to Earthlings,

it's shared by all n;elligen* entities. Regard-
less of any other differences between our-

selves and aliens, we will calculate the same
way that they do.

So an intelligent alien, like an intelligent

human, will use arithmetic. "They'll need
arithmetic to keep accounts, to build big cul-

tures," Minsky reasons. "Of course, there

could be intelligent aliens that don't use
mathematics, but they'd stay at some prim-

itive level, They wouldn't have spaceships
and wouldn't broadcast signals."

Mathematics may seem abstract and
empty, but it's precisely this cold, imper-

sonal simplicity that makes the timeless

truths of arithmetic the best possible way to

transmit interstellar messages.
The trick is to go from such humble but

clearly intelligible beginnings to signals that

encode much more. After all, we want to

learn—and presumably the E.T's want to tell

us— more than that 4 + 2 =6 up there, too.

And mathematics will allow them to say any-

thing they want to say.

"If the aliens can describe mathematics,"

Minsky says, "they can describe anything.

They can send us a code for graph paper,

and with pairs of numbers—Cartesian co-

ordinates—the aliens could represent all

kinds ol shapes and forms. If they're send-

ing triplets of numbers, they may be repre-

senting three-dimensional objects. All you'd

need to communicate, then, are good math-

ematicians here and good ones there."DQ



•Stephens, with

his nose for electronic surplus,

bought two microwave

n mil

With single-minded
devotion to his cause.

Robert Stephens (at

right) has divested

virtually alt

worldly possessions

to pin the search (or

tile on other worlds

The thirty-one-year-

nician Irom Edmonton
quit a good |ob with

Canadian National

Telecommunications
and liquidated his en-

tire electronics busi-

ness to raise money
tor his own Search tor

Extraterrestrial Intelli-

gence (SETI) Now
living on borrowed
money and occa-
sional freelance elec-

tronics work, he can-

not pay his telephone

bills or even his mem-
bership fees in Carl

Sagan's Planetary Society But Stephens hes wfta

ers have—two magnificent 60-foot radio telescopes

Stephens's telescopes were onginaily part of Canaaa's

Distant Early Warning (DEW) Line radaj

the relay facility at Hay River was declared obsolete. Ste-

phens, who "has a good nose far electronic surplus," bought

them for $t each in 1981.

Stephens transported some of his equipment to Hay River,

Canada, for trial observations in the summer of 1883. And
he soon solicited support from the Hay River town council,

asking members to help him acquire the land and the build-

ing containing the antennas. After all, Stephens pointed out,

the town would have the sole Canadian SETI program, one
of only a handful in the world Tourism would increase, and
students could participate, putting Hay River on the map.
The council was enthusiastic. When the properly came

ruction, the town submitted a $1 bid so that Ste-

phenss$4,O0Q bid would be Ihe clear winner Unfortunately

UFD UPDATE

two local contractors

got wind of the deal

and rushed in with an

offer Of $16,500. gar-

nering flit

forcing Stephens to

negotiate terms for a

five-year lease.

Despite this set-

back, Stephens has
gotten some breaks.

An Edmonton firm has

donated a photocopi-

er, and a law firm in

Calgary has deferred

Its usual fees to Incor-

porate Stephens's
nonprofit research
corporation, the Inter-

stellar Electromagnet-

ics Institute

Stephens has paid

for the rest out of his

own pocket, "with

considerable sacri-

fice of life-style and
friendships." Indeed,

although he has managed to accumulate $1 million worth of

essential surplus electronics, he is currently "hanging at the

end of my credit rope,"

But Stephens, who says his work complements SETI pro-

NASA and Harvard, believes he will prevail He
points out that since his telescopes scan only a narrow swath

of the circumpolar sky, his coverage of stars to the

necessarily more Intense Furthermore while MAS
gram must rely on limited telescope time—other branches
of the organization need to use the telescopes as well

—

SETI data can constant// be generated by. and tested on.

Stephens's equipment.

"It's still a one-man show," Stephens asserts. But, he adds,

things will change as he continues to earn the respect ol

mainstream researchers
—

"those who st i

cern for SETI on an insignificant yet life-supporting planet

whose chances for survival were never more unsure."

—ROBERT A. FREITAS, JR



/ sawa bird with a yellow bill

Sitting on my window sill

I coaxed him with a piece of

bread

And then I crushed his little

head.

A mean marine

A lean marine!

I guess I'm just a mean
marine!

These lyrics, recently

published in California's Or-

ange County Register, come
from a marching song regu-

larly chanted by lemale

marines. When !he ditly came
to the attention of National

Audubon Society president

Peter Berle, he promptly

penned a note to General

Paul X Kelley, Marine Corps
commandant.
Bene pointed out that

"idolizing people who squash
birds' heads is not consistent

with the goals of the Audu-
bon Society." He then indi-

cated that "this advocacy ot

unsportsmanlike hunting

techniques is not necessary
to instill pride and toughness
m troops

"

According to- Berle. the

tone of his letter was "totally

tongue-in-cheek— I think

trial's the only way to deal with

folks such as the Marine

Corps " Nonetheless, Briga-

dier General Donald Miller,

director of public affairs

tor the Marine Corps, was
profoundly affected

'A letter from the director of

a nationally known, five-

hundred-thousand-rherfiber

organization is taken pretty

seriously," says Major Anthony

rtothtork, a media officer

"And the Marine Corps has

always had a deep concern
for ecology and endangered
animals." Major Re: 1

points out that Camp Lejeune,

in North Carolina, and Camp
Pendleton, In California,

actually conduct their training

so as not to disturb the

habitats ot endangered birds

living on the bases.

The song, however, was
due for extinction General

Miller has assured Bene that

it would no longer be in-

cluded in the women's reper-

toire "General Miller sent a

copy ot Mr Berle's letter

down to the recruit depots."

Rothfork explains. 'And a

directive coming down from

a superior like lhal has a

rather electrifying effect."

Berle was delighted with

the outcome. "Total victory!"

he says "With such success,

we ought to take on disarma-

ment negotiations."

—Nancy Lucas

If you're allergic to feline

fur stay out of the Anderson

House Hotel in Wabasha,
Minnesota This antique-filled

country inn Is the oldest

operating hotel in the state

and still offers such nine-

teenth-century amenities as
bed warmers to heat your

feet on chilly north country

nights and mustard plasters

to soothe a cold-clogged

chest. But the innkeepers

have also invented an all-new

luxury for the wear y traveler

complimentary cats.

"We have ten cats," says

owner John Hall (below

right), the fourth generation

of his family to operate An-

derson House since the hotel

opened in 1856 "All sorts

of people want a cal com-
panion. They often ask
for them when they call fo

reserve a room. And with fifly-

one rooms here you pretty

well have 10 reserve a cat on
(he weekends. It's had a

great effect on our business,

like snow on Aspen

"

In fact, it was visitor de-

mand that started the cat

custom. A young man had
been staying in Rochester
while undergoing treatment at

the famed Mayo Clinic and
stopped at the inn on a

weekend outing He was so
taken with the place that

he decided to move In and
commute the 45 miles to

the clinic each day After a

week or so, fhe lonely fellow

asked wistfully whethe

Halls bad any cats to keep
him company Cat lovers

all. they had. The word got

around, and ihe market
lor hotel cats soared

"Whaf's really nice is that

the cats love It so much " Hall

says. "When a customer

gets a cat, whether it's over-

night or for an entire week,

the cat is absolutely the

focus of attention It gets ted.

it gets petted, if gets pam-
pered. The eat purrs twelve

hours a day. They're all

extremely spoiled

"

No, you won't find a com-
puterized reservation desk at

Anderson House. And there

are none of the modern
touches that the chains sub-
stitute for caring, no plastic

bag of house-brand soap and
shampoo, no buffing rag

for your shoes But Ihere are

ten things you wont find

anywhere else. Sidney,

Blackie, Aloysius-, Tiger. Kit-

ten Gobbie Tom Fred



When It comes to the

ancient practice of acupunc-
ture, the Chinese do not

limit themselves to human
aches, pains, and diseases.

According to Jude Ramsey
Jensen, an agricultural

writer in Sandy, Oregon the

Chinese also use acupunc-
ture on corn to make it ripen

sooner and taste sweeter

There are differences be-
tween this and human acu-

puncture, Jensen explains

For one thing, it won'l cost you

anything to try it, and for

another, you don't need to

use those long, metal

needles; toothpicks will do
The technique, says Jen-

sen, is simple. While the corn

silk is still green, drive a

round toothpick through the

base of the ear stem into

Talk just above the

wounds the plant,

forcing itto send healing

sugars to the ear

"The technique is a fine

example of the logic of

simplicity," Jensen declares

The toothpick creates a
wound that the plant must

somehow deal with."

In order to test the theory.

Jensen conducted a con-

trolled experiment, puncturing

every other row ol com in a
single plot. The results,

she says, were amazing. Not

only did the punctured rows

mature a full week ahead
of the others, but the flavor

was markedly sweeter than

the ears left to mature on

Earl S. Horner, professor of

agronomy al Ihe University

of Flonda, is skeptical ot

the : procedure. He points out

that if the ears mature a

week earlier, this might imply

that the wound has caused
less, rather than more, move-
ment of sugars into ihe ear.

"I can't visualize damaging
the stalk as an advantage," he
says, "because the ear

already has first demand on
the sugars being produced.

The aim is usually to keep
the period during which the

sugars move into the ear

at a maximum The fact that

you have caused the ear

lo dry up a week earlier

doesn't sound as if you are

going in Ihe right direction
"

According to Jensen,

however, she has all the evi-

dence she needs "I am a

practical lype, and once I find

a method that works, it be-

comes habit," she says. "The

conirolled experiments I

set up to test this procedure
gave results that could not

be disputed, and I am still

using the technique today"

—Rick Boling

"Genius, in truth, means little

more than the faculty of

perceiving in an unhabitual

way."

-^-William James

More (nan 150,000 Ameri-

cans have had a star named
after them, mostly with the

help of international Star

Registry of Northfield. Illinois

For $35 or so, ISR will pick

a star, enter your name in their

records, and send you a
" ey 'II even register

of the star mthe
Library of Congress

Problem is. according to

Craig Dooge of Ihe library's

legal staff, the service is a

snd nothing more.

Indeed, as a gilt or personal

:iar names suffer

limitations The star you'll gel

cannot be seen without a
telescope No one else will

use your name when referring

to the star—astronomers,

for instance, assign numbers
to heavenly bodies And
another company may assign

your star to somebody else.

But it's the part about regis-

tenng the name that irks

ihe Library of Congress most
"Our only role is to copy-

right the list ot names," Dooge

explains, "just as we would
copyright a mailing list or

a phone book We do not

guarantee that the list has any
validity, any more than we
would guarantee that the

phone book is accurate."

But ISR'S Phyllis Moselle

defends her firm's business

practices. "When this com-
pany was started," she points

out, "we said the names
would be published in a book
copyrighted In the Library

of Congress. It's a large and
charming book with the

mythology of the constella-

tions and, m ihe back,

a list of name :

telescope coordinates of

their stars

"We do not claim to be
part of the Library of Con-
gress," she adds "Most

people see this for what it is

fun."—Owen Davtes

"God did not create the

planets and stars with the

intention that they should
dominate man but that ihey,

like other creatures, should

obey and serve him.
"

—Paracelsus



Robert Nelson's Premoni-

tions Registry records pre-

dictions and validates them
against news reports ot

actual events. Founded In

1968, the registry has re-

ceived 8,000 predictions But
according to Nelson, a New
Jersey marketing executive,

ts have been a
:, ,,. ,

Only 47 of the 8,000 pre-

dictions were detailed, right-

on-the-money hits. Nelson

And of these, nearly

.: from just six peo-
.::ng a professional

psychic

'The original impetus for

starting the regislry was
a talent search for real stars."

as Hoping,

rather grandiosely, to sel

up some kind of an early-

:„
i

tfwe

I 'hat

"Even tne heavy
rate of accuracy is Delow
eight percent," Nelson says

88 OMNI

"I haven't found a single

person with the kind of track

record that would prompt

me to call a public official or

an airline wilh a prediction

ot disaster

"

Despite the poor results,

Nelson has resolved to press

on. "You never know when
something might happen," he

says, "and besides, tins is

more fun than collecting

stamps.

"

To register your predictions,

send a stamped, self-ad-

dressed envelope to Robe'

I

Nelson, Premonitions Regis-

try Box 482, Times Square
Station. New York. NY 10036
There is no fee.

--Ere Mishara

"Smoke came unexpected to

tne world
"

—Charles McNair

"Green is marvelous for

traveling because
color. People wearing green

often want lo Oe helped.

Because they cannot help

themselves
"

-
—Kenny Kingston

Several years ago, when
building contractor James
Onan first built his new
home—a five-story, 24-karat-

gold-coated pyramid on
the outskirts of Gurney, Illi-

nois—some people said that

special power emanated
from the structure. A spring

a! the base of the pyramid

reportedly produced plant

sprouts two times faster than

other water, Onan told Omni
(Antimatter, August 1982).

And according lo tests

conducted by others, he

added, chickens drinking

from the spring supposedly
grew significantly taster

than other chickens

Then, when 14,000 people
paid $10 each to tour the

pyramid (the proceeds re-

portedly went to gt a
Onan was absolutely floored

by the pyramid's popular

appeal.

But today pyramid power
is no longer all ii has been
cracked up to be. 'A lot of

times." he admits. "I just

sit back and think maybe I

should build a regular house
and live like ordinary people."

Onan's doubts arise from

a combination of annoyances
The county building depart-

ment has complained that his

new 60-foot. 200-ton statue

of Pharaoh Ramses II (right)

violates height restrictions.

The acrylic finish coaling the

pyramid's gold leaf is so
faded it musl now be scraped

off. And then there's the

hate mail

"We've gotten four, or

maybe five, letters from

crackpots who say the pyra-

mid is the work of the devil,"

says Onan, who guards

his properly with a

infrared sensors ai

pie

Onat .:.-:.1

with a new
scale renn.

tomb. Says Onan, "it will be,

to the best of my ability,

he original."

Mishara

"Ghost pets do come back
from the dead. And
sometimes they return at the

exact same time to save

the lives of the peopi -

loved on Earth"

—t : I

"We're all after the

dinosaur
"

—Marcello Iruzzt

was. If you ordered a boxcar
full df sons

opened the

consider the i x



SARAH
He drops one back in the bag, holds up

the other to let her see it.

"You've already had your share," Sarah

says.

His pale eyes flicker in his dark (ace.

"Okay," he says. Bui he doesn't put the vial

down.

His need is too strong. She looks down
and shakes her head "One," she says,

"Okay." She walches while the endorphin hits

his head, as he lies back and sighs, his

twitchy nervousness gone.

She takes the injector and frees the vial,

then puts it in the plastic bag. There is a half-

smile on Daud's face as he looks up at her.

"Thanks, Sarah," he says.

"I love you," she says.

He closes his eyes and rubs his back on

fhe sofa like a cat. She takes the endorphin
and walks into her room and throws the bag
on her bed.

A wave of sadness whispers through her

veins like a drug ot melancholy. Daud will die

before long, and she can't stop it.

Once it had been she who stood between
him and life, now it is the endorphins that

keep him insulated from the things that want

to touch him. Half her scars were Daud's by
right: She had suffered them on his behalf,

shielding him from their father's fists. At four-

teen she'd run with the first boy who'd prom-

ised her a place free from pain; Two years

laler, when she'd bought her way out of her

first contract and come back lor him, Daud
had been shattered beyond repair, the

needle already in his arm. She'd led him to

the new house where she worked— it was
the only place she had—and there he'd

,Jearned to earn his living, as she had learned
' 'In her own time.

If she hadn't cracked, if she hadn't run

away, she might have been able lo protect

him. She won't crack again.

Sarah returns to the other room and sees
Daud lying on the sofa, one sandal hanging
with the straps tangled between his toes.

Jackstraw is sitting next to him on the sofa

and drinking one of his beers. He glances

up at her.

"You look like you're limping," he says.

"Would you like me to massage your legs?"

"No," Sarah says quickly, and then real-

izes she is being too sharp. "No," she says
again, with a smile. "Thank you. But it's a
bone bruise. If you touched me I'd scream."

ARTIFICIAL DREAMS
The Plastic Girl is a hustler's idea ot the

good life: plush and chrome and a lot ot dark,

expensive booths in the back for business.

There is a room in the back with dancers on

a mirrored bar, another room for zonedance,
and headsets at each table that plug you
into euphoric states or pornography or

whatever it is you need and are afraid to

shoot into your veins.

Orbital pharmaceutical companies pro--

vide the effects tree, as advertising tor their

products.

Sarah is in the big front room; brassy mu-
sic, red leather booths, ornaments of

brushed aluminum. She does not, and prob-

ably never will, rate a. booth in the back.

They're for [he boys who run this fast and
dangerous world, and though Sarah is an

independent contractor and rates a certain

amount of respect, she is still meat for hire,

though on a more elevated plane than she
once was.

But the red room is nice. There are color-

ful holograms, colors and helixes like mod-
eled DNA, floating just above eye level,

casting their variegated light through the

crystal and sparkling liquor held in the pa-

trons' hands, and there are sockets at every

table for cornp decks so that the patrons can
keep up with their portfolios, and Ihere are

girls with reconstructed breasts and faces

who come to each table in their tight plastic

corsets, bring you your drink, and watch with

identical and very white smiles as you put

your credit chip into their tabulator and tap

in a generous tip with your fingernail.

'•Hormone

suppressants make him unable

to respond

normally—and that appeals

to a certain type

of taste. Sometimes his

passivity inspires

a beserk madness in clients.^

Sarah is ready for the meet with Cun-
ningham; she's wearing a navy blue jacket

guaranteed to protect her against kinetic vi-

olence of up to nine hundred foot-pounds,

and trousers good for seven hundred fifty.

She has invested some of the endorphins

and bought the time of a pair of her peers.

They are walking loose about the bar, ready

lo keep Cunningham or his friends oft her

back if she needs it.

She knows she needs a clear head forthis

meet and has kept the endorphin dose down.
The pain is making her edgy, and she still

can't sit.

She stands al a small table and sips her

rum and lime, waiting.

And then Cunningham is there, looking

much as before. Bland face, brown eyes,

brown hair, brown suit. A whispery voice that

speaks of clean.places she has never been,

places bright and soft against the black and
pure diamond.

"Okay, Cunningham," she says. "Let's talk

business.'.'

Cunningham's eyes flicker to the mirror

behind her. "Fhehds?" he asks.

"I don't know you."

"You've called the Hetman?" She nods.

"He was complimentary," she says, "but

you're not working for him, He's paying you
a favor, maybe. So I'm cautious."

"Understandable." He takes a comp deck
out of an inner pocket and plugs it into the

table. A pale amber screen in the depths of

the dark tabletop lights up, displaying a row

of figures.

"We're offering you this in dollars," he says.

Sarah feels a touch ot metal on her nerves,

on her tongue. The score, she thinks, thereat

thing.

"Dollars?" she says. "Get serious."

"Gold?" Another set ot figures appears.

She takes a sip of rum.

"Too heavy."

"Stock. Or drugs. Take your pick."

"What kind of stock? What kind of drugs'?"

"Your choice."

"Polymyxin-phenildorphin Nu. There's a

shortage right now."

Cunningham frowns. "If you like. But there'll

be a lot of it coming onto the market in an-

other three weeks or so."

Her eyes challenge him.

"Did you bring it down from orbit with you?"

she asks.

His face fails so much as to twitch. "No,"

he says. "But if I were you I'd try chloram-

phenildorphin. Temple is arranging an arti-

ficial scarcity that will last several months.

Here are the figures. Pharmacological qual-

ity, fresh from orbit."

Sarah looks at the amber numbers and
nods. "Satisfactory," she says. "Half in ad-

vance."

"Ten percent now," Cunningham says.

"Thirty on completion of training. The rest on

completion of the contract, whether you suc-

ceed or not,"

She looks up at one of the bar's moving

holograms, the colors clean and bright, as

pure as if seen through a vacuum. The stock

offer isn't bad, but she can do more with the

drugs. Cunningham is offering her the drugs

at their orbital value, where they were made
and where the cost was almost nothing. The
street value is far more, and with it she can
buy more stock than the amount they were
offering.

To get into the orbitals you have to have
skills they need, skills she can never ac-

quire. But Ihere is another way: They can't

refuse someone who owns enough shares.

Theyare sucking up all Earth's remaining

wealth, and if you help them and buy up
enough stock they might free you from the

mud forever.

This is almost enough, she calculates. Al-

most enough for a pair of tickets to the top

ot the gravity well.

She brings her drink lo her lips. "Let's say

a quarter now," she says. 'And then I'll let

you buy me a drink, and you can tell me how
you want me to earn it."

Cunningham turns and signals to one of

the smiling corset girls. "It's very simple," he

says, and he looks at her with his ice-cold

eyes. "We want you to make someone fall in

love with you. Just for a night."DO

!(v ;> zontim.ioo next month.
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TEAMS
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 42

29. Some sports are enjoying greater pop-

ularity than ever before. Which of the follow-

ing sports will become even more popular

in the United Stales during the next 20 years?

(Choose as many as apply.)

a. gymnastics

b. running

c. windsurfing

d. bodybuilding

e. professional wrestling

, f. roller derby

g. none of the above

30. The President of the United States makes

$200,000 per year. The average profes-

sional baseball player currently earns about

$363,000. Will Congress ever rectify this im-

balance and give the country's chief exec-

utive a salary equal to or greater than an

average major leaguer's?

a. yes b. no

31. According to sports prognosticates,

pollution, inclement weather, and assorted

financial considerations will force owners to

erect domes over all major sports stadiums.

When will the last stadium be covered?

a. 2000 d. 2050

b. 2015 e. never

c. 2025

32. Professional sports is a burgeoning in-

dustry. Which one of Ihe following sports-

related jobs is /easi likely to show substantial

growth over the next 30 years?

a. sports reporter

b. sports psychologist

c. binding arbitrator

d. custom sports-shoe designer

e. biofeedback technician

f. sports agent

g. computer statistician

h. franchise owner

i. videotape technician

k. nutritionist

33. By 2000 can we expect that on-field

quarterbacks will wear radios in their hel-

mets to- receive signals from the coach?
a. yes b. no

34. If our nalions obsession with good eat-

ing and health foods continues, what can we
expect vendors to hawk in ballparks in 15

years? (Choose as many as apply.)

a. fruit juices

b. tofu burgers

c. sushi

d. yogurt

e. none of the above; ho! dogs and peanuts

can never be replaced

35. Which one of the following professional

sports is the most resistani to lechnological

change? -
a. hockey d. football

b. tennis e. baseball

c. basketball

BUILDING A HARD MAPLE RICK is tough

work. But burning it down is still tougher.

You have to burn it in just the right way to get

charcoal instead of ashes. Then, you have to grind

up the charcoal into pieces no bigger than peas

and tamp them tight into room-high vats for

mellowing the taste ofJack

Daniel's. Doing all this

is a big job. But you'll

appreciate how important

it is after one smooth sip

of "charcoal mellowed"

Jack Daniel's.

CHARCOAL MELLOWED FOR SMOOTHNESS

&g&ft&

f WHISKEY |



36. Minnie Minoso pinch-hit at age fifty-

seven, and recently forty-six-year-old Phil

Niekro won his three hundredth game. They
were Ihe exceptions, but experts predict that

soon antiaging drugs will improve older ath-

letes' reflexes and increase their stamina.

How old will the oldest Major League Base-

ball player be in 2010?

a. fifty

b. fifty-five

c. sixty

d. sixty-five or older

e. top ages will not deviate from today's

norm; use of such antiaging drugs will be

,
prohibited

37. At current rates of growlh, in 30 years

.Olympic basketball players will be six inches

taller than they are today. How will the Olym-

pic authorities over the coming years cope
with Ihis growth explosion'' (Choose as many
as apply.)

a. the hoop will be raised

b. the ball's circumference will be in-

creased slightly

c. dunks will be outlawed

d. the diameter of the hoop will be de-

creased

e. no changes will be made

38. Will the U.S. government ever under-

write national sports camps to train young
athletes to compete on a level with the So-

viets and the East Germans?
a. yes b. no

39. In 1980 the United States and other

countries boycotted the summer Olympics
in Moscow following !he Soviet invasion of

Afghanistan. In 1984-the Kremlin followed

suit. Will' the Seoul Olympics of 1988 be free

of such political protests?

a. definitely c. possibly

b. very likely d. unlikely

40. Controversy surrounds the use.of ana-

bolic steroids, which allow athletes to train

harder and faster. If, as some experts pre-

dict, the side effects of these drugs can be
eliminated, will the Olympic Rules Commit-
tee decide to allow their use?

a. yes b. no

SPORTS QUIZ SCORECABD

To calculate your Omni Future Sports

Quotient, record your answers and compare
them with Peter Ueberroth's responses be-

low. Give yourself a point for each matching

answer (or half or quarter points where in-

dicated). Remember, Ueberroth chose not

to respond to one question; give yourself a

point if you figure out which. Then tabulate

your score and check the analyses at the

end of this section to see how you stack up
against the commissioner of baseball.

t c 7. d

2 f 8. d

3 e 9. d

4 e 10. f

5 d 11.

b

6 b- 12. b

13. b,c (Give yourseh ha.!* a ooint for each
correct response.)

14. b 16. b

15. a 17. c

18. f

19. a,b,d,e (Give yourself a quarter of a point

for each correct response.)

20. d - 30. b

21. e 31. e

22. b 32. h

23. h 33. b

24. b

25.; 35. <

26. e 36. b

27. c 37. e

28. d. 38. b

29. b,c (Give yourself half a point tor each
correct response.)

39. No comment 40. b

to 9: Strikeout!

Given your prognostic powers, we would re-

spectfully suggest you avoid betting on the

horses. That advice, however, is probably

unnecessary: The games you play are most
likely not performed on a field, court. Irack,

or other conventional sports venue. Your vi-

sion of future athletics may be somewhat pie

in the sky— it certainly doesn'; coincide with

that of baseball's commissioner. To improve

your understanding of the current—and fu-

ture—state of the art, you might try learning

a bit more about the history of sports.

10 to 19: Base Hit

You probably watched the '84 Olympics, and

you knew last summer that Pete Rose was
en route to breaking some monumental
baseball record. In ail likelihood, you
achieved your middling future-sports quo-

tient because you were bolder in your pre-

dictions than Ueberroth, whose answers re-

flect a status-quo philosophy when it comes
to professional sports. Of course, Omni
readers pride themselves on being enthu-

siastic about the future. But you may have
been overzealous in your assessment of ihe

effect technology and social change would
have on tomorrow's organized athletics.

20 to 29: Home Run
You have a firm grasp of the h'Story of Amer-
ican and inlernational sports and a practical

view of how that history will shape its future.

Like Ueberroth, you believe that sports to-

day will resist many of the forces that will

radically alter the rest of society. You also

believe that sports performances will con-

tinue to improve at roughly the same rate as

they have for the last ha i century or so.

30 to 40: Grand Slam
You probably open to your newspaper's

sports section first thing in the morning. You

are enthusiastic about the current state ol

athletics and optimistic that existing condi-

tions will continue to steer sports in Ihe proper

directions. You value the fine old traditions,

but you also recognize the occasional need
forgentle modifications lo keep athletics vi-

tal in the future. You are down-to-earth and
politically savvy, and you should consider

applying tor a job as commissioner of a ma-
jor sports league, as vol already have many
of the necessary credentials.DO
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Come on, atheist — like religion,

you have had your turn for a long, long

time.

So then, what is your message? Do
you hold out any hope, purpose,

promise, or what? Otherwise, just to

"be" for the quick mortal term of a

life, for the "fun", or the brief

'power'(?) of it, would certainly

appear inadequate by any standard

of reasoned consideration.

We must, at last, face the ultimate

question on the true state of physical

being and the real nature and rationale

of all existence.
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nia game park have verified this stress fac-

tor. The studies '"ounc ?hat elephants seemed

to enjoy drinking small amounts ot a 7 per-

cent alcohol solution that caused mild

changes in mood. Alcohol inlaks increased,

however, when ihe elephants were crammed

into a smaller preserve with other savanna

animals. Individual elephants displayed the

same range o! reactions shown by humans:

Some became boisterous and aggressive,

trumpeting and attacking nearby animals,

including the researchers. Some became
increasingly passive and lethargic. Still oth-

ers appeared amorous.

When the preserve was enlarged lo its

normal size and bothersome gazelles and

rhinos were evicted, alcohol drinking re-

turned to normal levels. Several months later,

with the preserve rattled by construction

crews, elephants congregated in the area

where alcohol had once been available.

Like their human counterparts, though,

animals don't use drugs just to cope with

depression and pain. Researchers in Can-

ada and Japan have found that animals may
develop even stronger addictions to intoxi-

cants that produce sexual stimulation. Cat-

nip appeals to cats because it contains the

hallucinogen nepetalactone, which mimics

a natural sex pheromone. Both catnip and
its Japanese cousin, matatabi, are used re-

peatedly by leopards and other large cats

despite increasing tolerance and brain

damage. In iact, biologists have recently

discovered that a dominant gene automati-

cally guides cats to catnip ii the plant can

be found.

Even when drug plants don't ease an an-

imal's pain or stoke its libido, ihe sensation

may be worth seeking out. Indeed, our re-

search indicates that a wide range of ani-

mals munch on hallucinogenic mushrooms,

bark, and roots just for the fun of it. In [he

emerald torests of Colombia, jaguars gnaw
the nauseating osychedehc bark of yaje, a

habit the Indians believe sends the cats on

flights to other worlds. Boars dig for the hal-

lucinogenic roots of iboga, a West African

shrub with showy flowers that send the ani-

mals into wile frenzy. Etnologist Jane Good-

all once observed a jackal spinning like a

top after eating a mysterious mushroom. And
members of my group have confirmed use

of "magic" psilocybin mushrooms by dogs

and cattle in Hawaii.

The animal that seems to fly highest oi all.

surprisingly enough, is Ihe reindeer. Rein-

deer on the Asian tundra ignore their normal

diet of lichens whenever they smell the red-

capped Amanita muscaria mushroom, a

psychedelic used by Siberian shamans. Ac-

cording to mycologist R. Gordon Wasson,

these half-domesticaied beasts become
psychologically addicted to the mushrooms
and suffer profound behavioral distur-

bances that render them unmanageable.

Reindeer also become intoxicated on hu-

man urine containing ihe active melabolites

of previously eaten mushrooms: the craving

is so intense that travelers are warned not to

relieve themselves in the open when rein-

deer are around.

Though animais gene ra y ge' intoxicated

to enhance, not diminish, chances of sur-

vival, the social consequences of intoxica-

tion may be severer- Chimpanzees, for ex-

ample, tend ro hoio ther sick and wounded.

But when a troop of chimps recently ap-

proached their experimentally intoxicated

brothers, they were greeted with wild ges-

tures and sounds that caused them to flee.

The drugged chimps avoided further con-

tact by hiding in secluded island areas until

the effects wore off.

Controlled studies with schools of tropical

fish, flocks of pigeons, and nests of mice

indicate thai the social isolation of intoxi-

cated animals is quite widespread. Animals

that were continually drugged by experi-

menters eventually lost the biological ad-

vantages of socai organzai on. They suf-

fered from significantly reduced breeding

potential and were exposed to increased

aggression as well.

But unlike the animals in the studies above,

animals in nature tend to regulate drug use,

thereby avoiding large-scale problems. Their

strategy is to ingest the minimum effective

amounts of the drug plants, thus lowering

the risks oi poison i ig while- maximizing rec-

reation and relief. This balancing act is

helped by the relatively low concentrations

of alkaloids and alcohols in plants as com-

pared with purified, man-made prepara-

tions. For example, coca contains less than

1 percent cocaine, together with proteins,

carbohydrates, vitamins, and minerals, pro-

viding a nutritious and stimulaiing boost lor

animals and Indians: neither have ever died

from ingesting coca. If cocaine removed from

the leaf is further concentrated and rapidly

delivered into the body, then safety is by-

passed, and death may result.

If humans are lo survive episodes of non-

medical drug use. we must learn lessons

from animal-inicxication s:ud,es. The power

of this strategy is implicit in the behavior of

Indians, who have relied on intoxicating

plants for thousands of years. The Indians

preferentially use familiar and safe plants for

as long as possible; they treat new drug

plants with extreme caution, and they ac-

cep'l or reject specific plants after sampling

minute amounts. The strategy may not work

with concentrated or artilicial drugs; use of

such potentially dangerous compounds is

best left to medical supervision.

Indians see the earth as an enchanted

garden, a wondrous farm where we must

learn to survive in harmony with all other life

forms, from narcotics Eo ducks. If we ignore

the teachings of psychoactive plants and in-

toxicated animals, the next time we fly over

the farm, we might (to use test-pilot jargon)

end up buying it.DQ

Ronald K. Siege: 3 DSschopnarmacologist at

UCLA's Schoo: o: Med'cmc, has spent most ol

his career studying drugs and their impact on

animals and humans. This article h based on a

forthcoming book on intoxication.
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rus is released, bul it's not a volatile virus like

aspergillosis [infectious lung disease caused

by highly resistant fungus] or Venezuelan

equine encephalitis virus [causes fever,

vomiting, mental confusion, convulsions,

coma]. Kuru doesn't go easily into aerosols

and stay in microdroplets in the air. It's not

spread by the respiratory route.

Omni: What help were the missionaries?

Gajdusek: Sometimes they were the first to

make me aware of the medical problem.

Catholic priests who visted the kuru area ac-

tually left because of the competition with

Seventh Day Adventists and Lutherans. New
Guinea is a mecca for soul savers. Calho-

lics, Baptists, Methodists, Anglicans, Lu-

therans, and Fundamentalist Prate-slants all

compete. Many are affiliated only with their

own church, and every one has had individ-

ual experience with Christ. They're free-

lance individualists, and no church stands

hotween them and God.

Omni: Did they successfully impose their

views on the tribes in your area?

Gajdusek: Most missionaries I encountered

urged married men with many wives to re-

main married and to continue to copulate

with their third or fourth wife, who were often

pubertal girls. The people had discovered

that the missionary, Gajdusek, Zigas, the

government officers, and other physicians

didn't have many wives. Yet these were the

people who brought them Florentine glass

beads, matches, steel knives, and axes to

be like the Christians.

So they began throwing out their extra

wives. We saw malnourished and aban-

doned kids, some even dying. The molhers

told us their husbands wouldn't let them use

the family gardens any longer or even help

cultivate them. So Christian missionaries

begged the men to keep up their polyga-

mous duties and care for their wives and

children. When the priests or Presbyterian

missionaries told them to share Iheir women
more equitably, some men loaned their extra

wives to relatives who asked for them. The

missionaries said, "This isn't what we meant."

Oh God! [Gajdusek reads from a form his

eleven-year-old Mew Guinean son hands to

him.] "I hereby give permission for my son

or daughter to enroll in the Family Life and

Human Developmenl Course." As a grand-

parent on a farm in the Midwest, one of your

roles might be to iell bedtime stories to your

grandchildren, in some Micronesian cul-

tures such grandparents provide sexual in-

struction to their grandchildren, teaching

them to produce orgasm in both sexes ages

sixteen to sixty. Few normal, well-brought up,

moral children in such Micronesian or Poly-

nesian islands aren't knowledgeable in

massaging adults into orgasm. Parents might

send a child to accommodate an older per-

son. A child who was unfamiliar with sexual

practice by early puberty would be antiso-

cial. These people believe sex is a part of

normal life at all ages. That is what made so
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mary sai!o rs arc' beachcombers, including

Herman Melville and the missionaries, slay

so long on many Pacric Glands. Sailors rarely

jumped ship in Valparaiso, Macao, Alexan-

dria, or Calcutta, but regularly in the "sav-

age" South Sea islands.

Islanders playing the role of host consider

providing sexual partners as important as

food and feasting. Most kids are brought up
to know techniques that would make an ob-

stetrician blush. They're great concubines

and incubi because they've had morally

'correct parents who've trained them in all

(he tricks of sexuality, including satisfying and

seducing aduiis Most visnrg adults love it.

The children rarely speak publicly about sex,

and they tell few sexual jokes. Discretion is

the hallmark of Micronesian society.

Omni: Is America as a whole becoming in-

creasingly diseased?

Gajdusek; Since the age ot sails, all infec-

tious diseases have spread around the

world—and most of them earlier than that.

European ships brought devastating small-

pox and measles epidemics to isolated

Amerindian and South Seas groups. There

are plenty of mummies with clear-cut syphi-

litic bone lesions in sixteenth-century Euro-

pean cemeteries bul not in the fifteenth. We
have historical reports of its introduclion.

There's even a poem about the spread ot

the syphilis plague— like an AIDS plague

—

following Columbus. It really appears that

syphilis was introduced to the rest of the

world through the discovery of America. It

was probably a severe form of yaws, but

that's not provable.

Omni: Evangelists have referred to AIDS as

the "gay plague."

Gajdusek: This epidemic was obviously

made for fire-and-brimstone evangelists.

From a humanitarian point of view, there are

frightening aspects to the matter. It's easy to

tell every gay that it's his promiscuity that

does it. All these patients have had dozens
to hundreds of different sexual contacts per

annum. We advise them to be more celibate

or get married to their gay partner. This

seems like rational advice, yet I suspect we
could dig up hundreds of kids and adults

who are involved in oral sex for pay as male

prostitutes without finding anyone with AIDS.

Oral sex should cause it: We have evidence
that the virus is in saliva of infected animals.

It has been demonstrated in a few human
salivas. But to my knowledge there isn't an
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example of AIDS in those whose only sexual

contact with others is fellatio. To play the

devil's advocate to the fire-and-brimstone

preacher, tell everybody to swilch to oral sex

and more of it 1 1 state this as a joke, but some
gay physicians told us that in advising gays

to curtail their promiscuity, we were paying

homage to our Puritan ancestors rather than

following the rational outcome of our inves-

tigations. They were right: Data show a com-

plete absence of AIDS in active partners in

anal sex or in those engaged in fellatio ex-

clusively. We are seeking the real answer,

suspecting that doses of virus and route of

inoculation are important factors.

Omni: Does disease evolve like the rest of

life on the planet?

Gajdusek: Disease evolves faster Microbes

have a generation time of a different order

of magnitude than larger living things. It's

minutes and hours instead of weeks and

years. In the lab during one human lifetime

the influenza virus can go through changes

equivalent to a million years of human evo-

lution. Many viruses do. Other viruses have

remained more genetically stable, and we're

trying to find out what makes a virus genet-

ically stable and what makes it labile. An in-

fluenza epidemic that travels throughout the

world rarely kills many of the afflicted. If it

did, it would destroy its obligate host. II

doesn't seem to have a latent form of animal

reservoir; it can live only in man. Every once

in a while flu changes itself dramatically by

mutation and then attacks those who haven't

got the right antibody to stop active infec-

tion. It spreads like mad again, sometimes

producing a mild disease, sometimes a dev-

astating one. After World War I, it killed more

people in a brief period than both world wars

put together. Medicine had nothing to pre-

vent or treat it. But the virus exhausted its

susceptibles. That could happen again, and

that's why we're spending millions trying to

figure out how influenza virus varies and to

keep track of it. We now know what it's doing,

but we're not up to controlling it or producing

a very efficient vaccine.

Omni: Would an antivirus compound make
use of monoclonal antibodies?

Gajdusek: The fact is, monoclonal antibod-

ies are too perfect. They're like the best-fit-

ting glove in the world, that fits you and no

one else—perhaps only two of your fingers

but not your whole hand. The glove might

be so good that it mimics your fingerprint

and no one else's, but who wants to pay

thousands for such gloves or such crazy

specificity? So with monoclonals we've made
a beautitul research tool. We're discovering

new facts about microbes, but the great

hopes that monoclonals were going to rev-

olutionize and lessen the cost of diagnostic

laboratories have not borne up. It still costs

too much to make monoclonals, and we lose

diagnostic ability. If my monoclonal diag-

noses only ninety-seven percent of syphilis

cases and the old method hit them all, let's

just stick with'the old.

Omni: Has smallpox truly been wiped off the

face of the earth?

Gajdusek: The disease has been, but the
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virus hasn't. Some disturbed crank in a lab

could release it. Inocula are still in a few labs

for good reason. Some nations and military

laboratories may keep it even if they declare

they don't. Bacterial-warfare centers surely

have it, though we have no such centers in

America any longer.

Omni: Isn't Fort Detrick in Maryland such a

biological-warfare research facility?

Gajdusek: No, emphatically no! There is no

defensive or offensive warfare microbiology

done at Fort Detrick today. It is the national

cancer research facility ol NIH. In ihisfacility

I
have a building where more good and loyal

Communist scientists from the USSR and

mainland China work—with full passkeys to

all the laboratories—than Americans. With

night-working U.S. citizens and foreign

Communist investigators here, obviously

there is no "secret" bacterial warfare activity

going on. Even the Army's infectious-dis-

ease unit is loaded with foreign workers

—

not always friendly nationals. It is a valid basic

research unit on worldwide problems of in-

<mln cannibal

ritual, holding the brain

tissue, getting

it on hands, and scratching

mosquito bites

or scabies is a much
more likely

method of kuru inoculation^

fectious diseases in which no classified or

secret activities unfold.

A few selected laboratories are holding

smallpox virus for defensive purposes to be

able to compare antigens in case an acci-

dent happens. Smallpox can still be resur-

rected, although the disease is apparently

fully eradicated. If world organizations de-

cree that everyone must get rid of it and

some do not, then what do you do?

Omni: Isn't the genetic formula for smallpox

antigen still around?

Gajdusek: The full sequence ot the immense
NA genome was never determined. We
could save noninfectious antisera, but this

"fingerprint" probably wouldn't be enough

to resurrect the antigens. Whereas smallpox

was not a potential warfare bacterial weapon
when the whole world was vaccinated, now
it's a major possibility. All an anarchist has

to do is to get a vial from a lab and keep it

frozen. He needn't go to grade school to fig-

ure out how to make a suspension of enough

doses to infect thousands. It's a Catch-22

problem: You- trust the people who have it

and you might get into trouble. You try to get

rid of it all and you need it to identify new
pax viruses. Not everybody in every nation

is going to comply. Vaccine virus for mass
immunization must be kept on hand should

smallpox ever appear again—which I doubt.

Omni: How do you store it?

Gajdusek: If you lyophilize it, you can keep

it at room temperature. Lyophilization is an-

other word for freeze-drying. The technique

came from microbiology many years before

industry used it, and now you use it for your

powdered milk.

Omni: What do you think of the Food and

Drug Administration's process of approving

new drugs?
Gajdusek: To prevent another thalidomide

episode the law is such that there's no way
aspirin could be marketed for many years if

it were newly discovered. This applies to

penicillin, streptomycin, polio vaccine, and

many new medicines and vaccines.

Omni: Isn't there a committee appointed to

circumvent that long approval process?

Gajdusek: Our safety approval processes

today are actually longer rather than shorter.

Ridiculously safety-conscious people want

all risks removed from life— they want to

make sure that a meteorite doesn't hit them.

If you get knifed in the street by a psychotic

who's been unwisely released from mental

care, I see no cause for redress. You should

know that walking the night streets has once

again become dangerous. It's your fault for

being uncautious, not his, so I
prefer zero

insurance. The American attitude is that any

single four-year-old who loses a finger from

an infection— properly handled or not

—

might have been a Paderewski. If she loses

a toe, she might have been a Pavlova, and

that loss is equated to the lifetime personal

earnings of such an imagined genius.

Americans romantically place an infinite

value on their kids—when others are pay-

ing. If you're on the Yukon, whether you're a

hippie, hunter, missionary, or doctor, no one

will send a seaplane to get your wife to the

hospital. Nobody takes the sharecroppers

or poor people in our ghettos to the Mayo
Clinic by helicopter when they're dying. If

they don't get there themselves by taxi or

ambulance, they die in their beds. Ameri-

cans talk a lot about the "inestimable value

of human life," but we're about the worst for

really coughing up funds for those unable to

care for themselves.

Omni: What's your view of democracy?
Gajdusek: There's none in nature. When the

data aren't in, uninformed opinion by the mil-

lions about a phenomenon of nature isn't

worth one informed opinion. A career in sci-

ence can put you in the unique position of

not being the victim of everybody's conjec-

tures. There is no one between you and the

facts, unlike politics or law, in which you have

decisions of an emperor or pope, or juries in

common law. In science the person with the

upper hand is the one who knows the most

about the matter. If you are wrong you are

not beaten or defeated but simply embrace
the demonstrated truth. Science thrives on

paradoxes—evidence of inadequate un-

derstanding—and paradoxes formulate the

challenges of the future. Vehement argu-

ment does not exist in science.DO



Dedication*
[f you have conviction and dedication,

you can solve this J&.B cross-number

puzzle. Note: keep a dictionary and an

almanac nearby; they may prove useful.

CLUES

to. I

ich Apollo flight),

ees Celsius at whicl t boiU

ACROSS
1

.

: A Space Odyssey, plus :

The Year We Make Contact, plus

Around the Worldm Days.

4. Channels on a VHF television set.

(Careful, now.)

6. Books in the King James Bible minus

(points for a .safety in football times

cans of water added to frozen orange

juice concentrate).

7. British Prime Minister's residence.

8. Three-digit jackpot number on Las

Vegas slot machines, plus (number of

major league baseball teams named

for birds times number of;

12. (Bradlev, Safer. Sawyer, Reasoner,

and Wallace times Bo Derek) plus

(players on a team in Canadian foot-

ball times comers on a cube).

14- A liquor salesman says, "Myfirst

customer today bought, half of all the

bottles ofJ&.B Scotch I had in stock,

plus half a bottle. My second cus-

tomer bought half of what I had left,

plus half a bottle. My third customer

bought half of what I had left, plus

half a bottle. And my fourth customei

did the same-bought half of what I

had left plus half a bottle. And now
I'm all sold our." If the salesman

never sold less than a full bottle of

J&B, how many bottles did he have a

the start of the day?

16. Teeth in an adult human

18. Amount you'd have in U.S. paper

money with two Andrew Jacksons

and an Alexander Hamilton.

19. (Year of the Wright brothers' flight

plus Ray Bradbury's Fahrenheit )

minus cards in a deck.

21. Dots in an ellipsis times firkins in a

barrel times pecks in a bushel times

(giUsinapintplusscruplesinadram).

22. (Small squares on a bingo card times

bonus points for going gin in gin

rummy) plus number of pieces per

player at start of a backgammon game.

DOWN
1 . John F Kennedy's age at his death.

Z. Connery, Moore, andLazenby

3. Year of Neil Armstrong's "giant leap

for mankind.

"

4. ThemostyoucanbecarryinginU.S.

coins (not counting a dollar coin)

without being able to give anyone

ADVERTISEMENT

exact change for a nickel, a dime, a

quarter, a fifty-cent piece, or a dollar.

5. Amount of money you'll get on the
twelfth day of Christmas if you get 1

cent on the first day, 2 cents on the

second, 4 cents on the third, 8 cents

on the fourth, and so on.

9. Proof ofj&B Scotch.

11. (I Across plus 9 Down) minus (4

Across times the last digit of 19

Across)

.

13. Keys on a piano times Hawaiian is-

lands times planets in the solar system.

15. Areacodeof Portland, Oregon.

17. Total squares on a chessboard (lxl

squares + 2x2 squares, etc.)

20. A fish weighs ten pounds plus half of

its own weight. How much does the

fish weigh?

Look for the solution to this puzzle next

month in Omni.

16 17

20

22

Conviction.
There's a tremendous

power in single-mindedness

Juscerini and Brooks

understood this when they

committed themselves to

custom blending a Scotch

whisky for their most
sophisticated customers

nearly a century ago.

That's why J ' B is a blend

of over forty carefully chosen ^jj*
whiskies, including some of the

finest single malts in the world.

A blend whose heart

is "married" longer than other

Scotch whiskies to attain the

highest level of smoothness and

refinement.

J'B. The Scotch of rare character,

blended with conviction.

Scotch of Rare Character.
Toseruiafff^l4J'BanywheTe^mLheV.S.xaRlSQ0'24^^78/ \Hd-.Lhi-rel>r<ihibited.



Hidden images:

Winners of Competition #36

By Scot Morris

This competition, announced last April,

called for the kind of art that makes you take

a second look—hidden images.

We awarded four top prizes: a Halley-

scope telescope (retail value: $239), a

Minolta Talker voice-synthesized camera

($228), a Sanyo 64-number auto-dial

telephone (£179.95), and a Casio digital/

analog watch ($80). In addition, we awarded

six runner-up prizes ot $50 each, and

each of the top-ten entrants will receive a

one-year subscription to Omni.

1. Grand Prize: Halleyscope. We Will See

You in Our Past, an 11x16-inch acrylic on

illustration board, by Garret tvl. Moore

of Fremont, California. Moore is a science-

fiction and astronomical illustrator.

2. Doug L. Smetana ot Malibu, California,

created this oil on canvas and gave it two

titles: Vanishing Cat and The Unseen
Kiss. The merging of the two images is, we
think, completely successful. Even after

you can see either the cat or the kiss,

we defy you to see both at once.

3. Scott Moore of Forth Worth, Texas,

submitted this work about "a rather touchy

subject—nuclear holocaust," It includes

several hidden faces and a large skull, with

the stone wall as.a row of teeth.

4. Mike Wesolowski of Los Angeles

created this arrangemen! cl s x :.ypes o f

flora along a garden wall. We suppose you

have already figured, out lor yourself that

the title of the painting is Plants.

RUNNERS-UP: $50. ^__
5. Egg. Jan L. Hinkle of Wake Forest,

North Carolina, sent us this acrylic on egg,

with three scenes. Each scene depicts a

quality that Hinkle sees in Omni magazine

—

"a light bulb for your bright, innovative

ideas; a snake for your fearlessness in

covering stories; and a rocketship for your

efforts to be first." If that weren't enough,

Hinkle hid the name Omniwise In each

scene. Can you see where?

6. Overdue, an oil on canvas by Jeffrey

Burks of Hunting Beach. California, shows an

embryo in an earthrise.

7. Renaissance Madonna- in Four-Part
.

Harmony, an acrylic on canvas, is by Terry

Walsh (no address given). Turn it upside

down andthe baby appears to be drinking

110 OMNI



out of a calm lake: also, the baby and goat

combine to form a comical man's face.

8. The Eye of Jupiter, is an acrylic by
Graham Wildridge ot Norfolk, England.

9 and 10 (not shown). Hidden Heart, by

Deb Trayor of Hershey, Pennsylvania, and an

untitled pen drawing by-Jim La Rose of

Mesa, Arizona,

COMPETITION #39:

OMNI DICTIONARY PART HI

We press onward to the next five letters

of the alphabet: K.L.M.N.O. We've done
A through J in previous competitions.

Khakis: What a Bostonian needs before he

can start his automobile

License number: The best thing to take

when, you're run down
Moth: Green thtuff on the north thide of

treethe

Nursery: A bawl park

Obesity: Surplus gone to waist

You may submit only one entry, with one
redefinition for each initial letter. Postcards

are preferred, or send a card in an envelope

with your name and address attached.

Mail it, postmarked by April 15, 1986, to

Omni Competition #39. 1965 Broadway,

New York, NY 10023-5965. The grand

prize-winner will receive a Panasonic Auto-

Focus Color Video Camera (model PK-

452B). The first two runners-up will each
receive an RCA five-inch black and white

portable TV with AM/FM radio. In addition;

we will award Seven prizes of $25 each.

All entries become the property of Qmni;
none will be returned.DO



IiV PARADISE
A island paradise that offers

you total relaxation plus the

thrill of discovery. Stroll

pristine beaches. Go fishing for

the big ones. Sun yourself by our

pool or scuba in waters renowned

for the splendor of their tropical

fish. On Forbes Magazine's

Laucaia Island, all the choices

yours.

>UT )TUST FOR A FEW . .

.

Forbes loves its private FijiB
island, and we think you will, t

So we've put out the welcome
mat, but only for a few at a time.

We'll take up to 12 guests, for 7

nights and 8 days. Cost is $1,650

per person, which includes 4

days of tropical fishing plus all

meals, lodging and a round-trip

flight between Laucaia and Nadi

international Airport |on the

main island). It's the "in" place to

go, away from the cold, the traf-

fic, the noise, the hassle. Service

with a smile and no tipping.

For information please write:

Noel Douglas, Forbes Magazine,

60FiithAve.,NewYork,NY 10011

or call 212/620-246 1.

$t%

s at ONE low

price! 1BW long bank-

untnapfeur e^s ease AND an 18%"
swaps to long e-x-p-a-n-d-a-b-l-e

?«S?S case. In BUCK or BUR-
e.tn. depth! GUNDY.

A manufacturer's overstock allows us lo liqui-

date these "bonus sets" of fine leather brief-

cases at a low liquidation closeout price!

Get not one but TWO leather cases for this in-

credibly low price! Large case: f8V x 13&" x
4'/;" for carrying work back and forth from of-

fice and for business trips. Need more room?

Just unsnap 4 straps. Case expands an extra

AND you get asleek, slim banker's case (16V x

11" x 2'n"). Perfect for meetings where you need

only a few documents!

Both cases have rich suede-like lining, and

generous pockets for organizing contents. Al-

so. COMBINATION LOCKS to protect your con-

fidential material. Don't miss this extraordi-

nary chance to savel

Mir. Sue. Retail
S229-00

PER SET $69
Liquidation Price Now: ^^ ^"^

Toll-Free: 1-800-328-0609

C.O.M.B. Direci Marketing Corp. itamH-lOE

MINDCURES
Ontario Cancer Institute animals were con-

ditioned to reject nonexistent skin trans-

plants, the medical rituals surrounding his

first failed transplant operation could have

conditioned his immune system to reject any

subsequent transplant. Before another at-

tempt could be made, his immune system

would have to be "retrained."

Faith is another positive force that's pres-

ent when a doctor successfully treats a pa-

tient. Traditional medicine pays it some
grudging respect under the term placebo,

literally meaning "I will please. " A placebo—
a medically inert substance or medical pro-

cedure with no known intrinsic therapeutic

value—can nevertheless have some real

medical effect.

One reason placebos work, according to

placebo expert Dr. David Sobel of Kaiser

Hospital in California, is power bestowed on

them by belief in the treatment. Sobel likes

to quote a nineteenth-century French doctor

who said: "You should treat as many patients

as possible with the new drugs while they

still have the power to heal."

Belief becomes especial potent when it's

shared by both doctor and patient. Drs. Her-

bert Benson of Harvard Medical School and

David P. McCallie, Jr., of Harvard's Thorn-

dike Laboratory found that an unusually high

number of patients—roughly eight out of

ten—reported relief from heart pain when
treated by a certain group of doctors. Ben-

son and McCallie classified the highly suc-

cessful doctors as enthusiasts because each

influenced the therapy. They believed in their

own work and managed to transmit that faith

and confidence to their patients. The enthu-

siasts' patients were able to tolerate more
strenuous exercise and reduce their nitro-

glycerin intake. They showed improved
electrocardiographic results.

One of the long -stand 'no c ticismsof pla-

cebo medicine is that the doctor lies when
he tells a patient that the sugar pill is actually

a potent treatment. Sobel says one way to

get around this is to use a double-blind pre-

scription in which neither patient nor doctor

knows if the pill is a placebo. Another option

is to give a patient a sugar pill and tell him

that although the "drug" is without any known

chemical activity, it may still relieve symp-

toms the way hypnosis or biofeedback does.

With this sort ol prologue the doctor could

go ahead and prescribe the placebo

—

whatever form it takes.

It is not as farfetched as it sounds. Doc-

tors have to contend with the effect routinely.

Sobel tells the story of one doctor who de-

cided to try a promising new asthma medi-

cation on one of his patients. Without telling

the man, he gave him the new medication.

On his next checkup, the man mentioned

how much better he felt.

Had the doctor somehow indicated that

the paiient's condition would improve? Had
his own faith in the new drug influenced the

patient's reaction? To see if this was the case.



IMPORTANT

WOULD YOU
AGREE TO PARTICIPATE IN A
NATIONWIDE SCIENTIFIC

EXPERIMENT IN MIND AND
MOOD EXPANSION?

IN A SALUTE TO OLFACTION IN THE 21ST
CENTURY, THE 3-M CORPORATION HAS
AGREED TO ALLOW OMNI MAGAZINE TO
BIND INTO ITS PAGES A PACKET OF PO-
TENT, EMOTIONALLY CHARGED SCENTS
ENCLOSED IN MICROCAPSULES, BY RE-
LEASING THE SCENTS AND RECORDING
THEIR INDIVIDUAL RESPONSES TO A FAS-
CINATING QUESTIONNAIRE, THE MAGA-
ZINE'S READERS WILL HELP UNIVERSITY
RESEARCHERS EXPLORE SOME OF THE
MOST POWERFUL AND ANCIENT COMPO-
NENTS OF THE HUMAN BRAIN.
TODAY, SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH HAS RE-ES-
TABLISHED THE SENSE OF SMELL AS ONE
OF THE PREEMINENT BIOLOGICAL DETER-
MINANTS OF MOOD AND EMOTION BE-
CAUSE OLFACTORY NERVES TRAVEL DI-

RECTLY FROM THE NOSE TO THE ANCIENT
REPTILIAN BRAIN, THE SEAT OF LUST, MEM-
ORY, ANGER, AND RAGE, SCIENTISTS MAIN-
TAIN THEY CAN TAP OUR DEEPEST MOODS
AND DRIVE US TO ECSTASY OR DESPAIR
TOMORROW, SCENTS MAY FUNCTION AS
AROMATIC WONDER DRUGS REVOLUTION-
IZING THE WAY WE LIVE,

TO BE PART OF THIS EXTRAORDINARY FIELD
TEST AND TO COMPARE YOUR REACTIONS
TO THOSE OF THOUSANDS OF OTHER
AMERICANS, PICK UP A COPY OF OMNI
MAGAZINE'S APRIL ISSUE, OR SEND FIVE
DOLLARS (TO COVER POSTAGE, PACKAG-
ING, AND HANDLING) TO: SCENTS—OMNI
INTERNATIONAL, 1965 BROADWAY, NEW
YORK, NEW YORK 10023-5966,



ARE YOU THINKING
IN CIRCLES?

WHAT DO THE NEXT 10
YEARS HOLD FOR YOU?
The successful mastery of any enter-

prise comes from the ability to mar-
shal your thoughts. As crises and pit-

falls present themselves, do your ob-

jectives become cloudy? Mentally,

you are an aggregate of forces that

need not be dissipated due to lack of

control.

SEND FOR FREE BOOKLET

The Rosicrucians, for centuries, have
shown thinking men and women how
to develop and utilize man's innerfac-

ulties. We would like to share with you

the free booklet, The Mastery of Life,

which contains keys to how you can
learn to more confidently direct your

life.

Write today for your free booklet

The Mastery of Life

The
ROSICRUCIANS

(AMORC)
San Jose, California 95191

(NOT a religion)

Scribe KDK
The Rosicrucians (AMORC)
San Jose, California 95191, U.S.A.

Please send me, without obligation, a FREE
copy of The Maslery of Life.

A very special

guide to what

the exciting world

of computer and

electronics kit-

building can

do for you.

The informative Heathkit Catalog shows

you mote than 450 exciting electronic prod-

ucts that will challenge, instruct, and enter-

tain you. You'll tind countless kits that you

can build and enjoy, trom computers and

robots to color

tv'sand a variety of

home products.

And each is backed

by our years of

Send NOW fori

your FREE
Heathkit Catalog.

Send to: Heath Company, lie [it 039-39

Benton Harbor. Michigan 49022

Inrporaltan CL-7S4

iHealhkit'

the doctor sw'tcned his pa:ierf back !o his

old medicine. In the checkup that followed,

the man complained that the medicine did

not seem as effective.

Impressed by the results, the doctor

placed an order for the marvelous new
medicine from theB

pharmaceutical com-

pany, A short time later the company sent

him an apologetic letter saying ihat through

some mixup they had sent him a batch oi

irert p ace bo medicine by mistake.

The healing force thai comes from two hu-

mans interacting is so subtle that we tend to

forget it is there. Harvard psychologisl David

McClelland, an internationally recognized

expert on human motivation, has long been

interested in this phenomenon, A self-de-

scribed maverick, McClelland startled a

group of his colleagues by telling them he

goes to a psychic healer, often with benefi-

cial results,

One of McClelland's experiments in-

volved nothing more than a telephone, Ihe

common cold, 13 Harvard undergraduates,

and a healer. If a student felt a cold coming

on, he was lo call a certain number. Within

24 hours of the phone call the student was
taken to- McClelland's healer. As each stu-

dent showed up, the healer would say:

"You're healed."

To gauge the success of the healer.

McClelland worked out a list of 32 symp-

toms, indicators of how strong or weak Ihe

cold was before and after the visit. He also

measured levels of the antibody immuno-

globulin A (IgA) in his subjects' saliva. (IgA

is a substance that helps the immune sys-

tem fight off upper- respiratory illnesses

—

colds, the flu, and sinus problems.) After the

healing ritual, 9 of the 13 students who had

felt their colds abate a so r^c stered higher

levels of IgA.

According to McClelland, [his little exper-

iment irritated the nonpsychic healers—the

doctors at the Harvard University Health

Service. "The doctors had Iheir noses put a

little out of joint by this," he admits. "They

said, 'Hell, just take Ihem [ihe students with

colds] to the health services at Harvard, iell

them Ihey're better, and they'll get better'

"

So he did. Repeating Ihe experiment, he

randomly sent more undergraduates with

cold symptoms to the Harvard Health Ser-

vice. None of the students saw any improve-

ment in Iheir colds.

For McClelland, psychoneuroimmunol-

ogy marks the direction modern medicine

should take: using the forgotten resources

of the mind and human spirit to make a sick

body whole again. Summing it up. he told a

gathering of colleagues: "I can dream a little

about changing the hospital environment,

one that relaxes you, gives you loving care,

and relieves you of the incessant desire to

control everything. A healthful environment.

Certain doctors, nurses, social workers—all

of us—can learn, it seems to me, that being

loving to people is gooc "or their health. And
probably good for ours, too."DQ
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PHEOIDnnEOIA

of Lockheed's Wolter lype I

mama
iby pt

r, Luria has reflected a

computer-enhanced picture of the sun-

quickly photograph X-ray-emitting stars,

the Wolter type I rode atop sounding rockets.

boosters leave the atmosphere for

.. ,-.. ..linutes and then parachute their

payload back to Earth. After retrieval,

? ttPSia
perfect opportunity

of space and high tech in one photograph,"

he says. Luria used a Nikon F3 camera,
together with a Nikkor 300mm ED lens and
Kodachrome 64 film.DQ

itm



LAST
UUDRD
By Mitch Coleman

'

ifew people remember

.

Euclid's Love;
''"

Slaves of the. Math Gods,

:
which chronicled.

the misadventures of a

..troupe of ail-girl

dancers enslaved by evil

Persian Piatonists*

For centuries, niaLhemaiiCians the wo'-d

over have 'rio.d, with varying degrees

of success'.' toexpahol the bouricia'ries ot

.

mathematics.

Then etfetos to answer toe questions

raised by this science may have eve" s a

few spectacular successes such as 'Mo

development oi calculus; algebra, and

Euclidean c, !
:i ' ; <.> ! - :

!

beer just' as spectacular, :' nol as wet-

known. Among the let

achievements are.

. EUCLID'S ELEMENTS I!. Eucktil a Greek

ma
nl geometry. His book Tne Tiements has

steed as the foundation ot ce.omet'y -c more

than 2.000 years
'

But few people remember Euoiia's second

book, Love Stoves of toe A^ato'ficos,

:
which chronicled tne adventure's o = a

traveling troupe oi all-alri dancers and iheir

enslavement a.' Ihe hands or evil Persian
'

Piatonists.-
'

In the book, thewamer; a-re hnah'y rescued

by an aging. Poascfed, balding mafh.emato
'

oian v.'i; ) many beHeveo .
k~M

fr'mseii Jne wo* enjoyed widespread

popularity when fret published in 270 s.c .

put somehow i! ialleo to stana the test of

lime and was lost to the aces.

DORTM'UNDER'S CGROLlARY' Hsn.s

uotiinundet \Hb3 to ! 500): came so the

. study- of mathematics relatively laic t, Hfe.

but that didn't stop him' from making a

:. number; of important

among them was-'TJortmundei-'s corollary,"

which states thai hyou wine a ma !
nomat;-

calptoofona piece o! paper torn-toe

paper oyer, and hold It up to she light, the

proof 'wiii appeal bae-wvarcs: but it-will

sliH be true:
'

\.\

icoreo tor years lo

disprove Dortmunder but their efforts came

to an abrupt end in 1666 with the rrlrnciuc-

. fionoithiekeroaoer: :

' Rid NiyiANN'S RESTAURANT ENIGMA.

Otto Reinnt tun,- an eight ' tury

;.,'.''

[Q'tigiure out why the toiai restaurant bit

to? emeo
• to be gieate- thamthe sum of the individual

' charges. (even excluding the tip}

One day Reinmann,. who always had to

tohake up- the difference, finally posed

the question to his luncheon companions.

I who. promptly stopped 'inviting him.

Remrnann - i ungry man.

and So this day this mysterious problem

re
' THE MOStUS; NO-PEST' STRIP In the

mid-i8003 the mathematician August

I Ferdinand Mobius found' that by taking a

I strip of extr

-twisting on?
.

:
I

.:,
an object v e, properties:

Tho-strlp had only one side, and It could

trap pesky' flying jnsects,: '';
:

-
:

;to

i. Mi i.i it ic-i rij r I no! aid

i , howevo: i :: :
:

l;
'

'
'

''

resi oi ii: life
-.-

: i .: on another

o .
'.!: ivr i

!.: .
i

-jno

Aanderssen, rv nt^tCGnf h- csntu
r
y Dan : sh

alh r;.
,

i in s romemb i b » wo

t
fibers and

h s oitfer feuc with fellow mathematician

ei By fa i the mote interesting of

the two was bs 'running Oattle wiih Aacker.

,;r.-.' i li

,. ! ' i '.! me to

: '.:! oi o rr . o sto; in

[h ::: r :| .. .
=

. |. : . :l . ClOiy

Aantterssenwasfu-it

u . I i: :..:
I v I

fine to Aasi :','

but gave uo the loea after Aacker threatened

on in I 'ii tottei to' .'.to'

The two n :heu dispute

on the field ot honor. Given tne cnoloo of

duel handily

by choosing a p-sto! tor himself one a

sword tor Aacker.

WEINBERG'S SR' THEORY Set ihoo-y

was :

irsl proposed ir- 1933 by too. American

rna

dev:sed Has \

..;.
,

i
'

n:s car keys Weir oeig called h s discovery

!
i l

i' : .!!

medal application o' it, no kept i.ne extra sei

,,i , to to .sloe of hi: iasca|

: ,
! I.IOt; pi.OCai : ;

-,, ,'i .'P

,.,i!',.,. i vV' 'id'

found himsek locked out oi hlsDuesenbog

as i
: 'S coileaaues luughoo arc shouted,

i toy Weinberg, can you give us a f!l1o?' He
i'l

!
!! ! . i

BECKER'S THEORY OF RELATIVITY A
cor'emporaryof Einslcin. Ernst Becker

,.;0/i." : ., ;u i
.

,
i.

i :''! t-o

el folatlvlty soroe seven yea'S before his

more tatrous eolleaeue. (Lrviortunateiyy

i
. . ., dute ,

':
; " ; m (' explain

ing WW his ttioc r y v;as tosse- known
)

. eni a!:;, i
irioop, h :lo i iai :

ilgiit !.! '; , ' n'.'i'ii'/' !. •
: n

.

,
,i ...... :,.

i

.'! .',: -
' .c i' .,,;

:i ,:i ^ :

>.
,

i
,:! ;

-,.. points 'ton ;!: iticia it; t;t.;i i.

foim ;he basis -for a lucative ie:;g cos

!' ,v i.C. i
'

'i
:

.
:

nienttoiiowinaa 1i37" R3 invest gation

BURKE S EOUnTION. In 196i5 an toigiisn

mat hematic ian named Ancrew Huti-te

'.,. Hi, '..' ,i i.v
i

in ] itii" ;

said would

mathemaics. Burke said ne had found Ins

equation written m the nta"y-n of an tod

manuscript ha; nad noer h ked In a

steamer dumao! more than iOOyc-ais.

I i.- , ,., !.: ::
i

'
I

"I .VlS-:

.experts aetormlneo tne; !'ils 'equation
1

'

i'.l
'.' u .'i.i ...

i
.

to a 1957 song by liie DocWopsOT'

coy i Cr-h


